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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Frank Gehry introduced a new era in architecture with the Guggenheim Museum 

in Bilbao, Spain.  The expressive quality of the building signaled to both architects and 

critics alike that an important change had occurred; yet, the most important issues were 

not discerned through an examination of its style alone.  This dissertation is a discussion 

of the noteworthy components of the Guggenheim’s design and building processes 

which mark a paradigm shift in architectural historiography and pedagogy.  The museum 

comprises three significant over-arching ideas which Gehry repeats in subsequent 

constructions: an unprecedented use of e-technology to design and build, an extensive 

and innovative use of architectural language, including Jacques Derrida’s 

“deconstruction,” and a sensitive awareness of cultural memory and history.  

Furthermore, the design and construction of the Guggenheim Museum have created a 

ripple effect throughout the architectural world, altering pedagogical models and 

introducing new styles.   

Using e-technology to design and construct the Guggenheim Museum, Gehry 

effectively mirrored society’s transformation from industrial to post-industrial.  Therefore, 

this museum serves as the earliest model of society’s change to a ubiquitous 

incorporation of e-technology, while representing a historical architectural shift from 

industrial construction to technological construction.  As a result of the immense 

transpositions and transformations Gehry created in architecture, a new discourse has 

been opened among architects and critics alike.  Now termed “The Bilbao Effect,” this 

new dialogue challenges ideas of architecture as economic tool used for urban 

revitalization.  Furthermore, “The Bilbao Effect”  incorporates issues of signature designs 

xi



xii

 and a new “mechanization” of architectural design.  This dissertation briefly outlines the 

beginning dialogue of “the Bilbao effect.”  

Furthermore, I demonstrate that the Guggenheim Bilbao is a new style—Techno-

Morphism—a term I have coined.  Since the museum is both formed and informed by e-

technology, technomorphism is also a process.  This process is due to Gehry’s 

employment of CATIA, a multi-faceted aeronautic software which includes CAD 

(Computer Aided Drafting), CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing), and CAE (Computer 

Aided Engineering) capabilities.  This highly sophisticated software streamlined the 

processes Gehry needed to produce more “artistic” buildings, while being cost effective. 

I have also demonstrated that Gehry’s use of CATIA for design and construction 

finalized the mechanized industrial age, prevalent in the mid-nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

The Canadian-American Frank Owen Gehry (born in Toronto as Frank O. 

Goldberg) is arguably the most prominent name in architecture in today.  His world-wide 

renown began with his exceptional design for the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain.  

Gehry has spent fifty-two years in the field of architecture, yet, none of his earlier works 

achieved the uniformly critical acclaim that is reserved for his Guggenheim Bilbao, which 

opened to the public in October 1997.  In May of 1999, this design earned him the 

prestigious AIA Gold Medal, the highest award presented by the American Institute of 

Architects.1  In the course of architectural history, we now see Gehry’s name linked to 

accolades previously reserved for modernist architects of the stature of Frank Lloyd 

Wright, Mies van der Rohe, and Le Corbusier.  Gehry’s name has appeared in 

numerous American newspapers and nearly every architecture or design magazine 

since October 1997.  Furthermore, the internet has over four million entries for Gehry’s 

name alone.  Why should a living architect garner this amount of attention?  Gehry gave 

architecture a dramatic new visage and accomplished the feat with an unprecedented 

use of technology.  Since 1977, when he began remodeling his own house, he has 

confounded architects and the public with his disjunctive geometric volumes, which at 

least demand a second glance.  I maintain that not only does he confound, but that with 

the creation of the Guggenheim Bilbao, he has altered the course of modern 

architectural history. 

Having completed an onsite evaluation of the Guggenheim during different days 

of the year and times of the day, I found the building to be unlike anything previously 

built (fig. 1).  Indeed, its remarkable design is the first thing writers discuss.  In the 
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Guggenheim Bilbao, Gehry displays his prodigious ability to marry the disciplines of art 

and history to architecture and new technologies.   His fertile artistic vision resulted in a 

visually intriguing building, nestled into its surroundings, reflecting all levels and sources 

of light—creating a continually changing façade.  The Guggenheim Bilbao has been 

referred to as a “village of forms,” among numerous other descriptions that only serve to 

prove how difficult it is to explain this building (fig. 2).2  The titanium cladding sleekly 

clings to the curvilinear façades that vary in planes from viewpoint to viewpoint.  The 

titanium sheathing tilts in and out, while curving and contorting in an unfamiliar fashion 

(fig. 3).  Stasis and symmetry are abandoned for continual movement, and a crescendo 

of titanium panels seemingly float above honey-colored limestone panels.  Glazed steel-

gridded sections stand as finished portions of the building, yet function ambiguously—

are they windows, are they walls?  Their skeletal and minimalistic forms strike a strong 

juxtaposition with the warmth of stone and the hazy silver of the titanium sheeting (fig. 

4).  These metallic and glass components seem to appear, then disappear, allowing the 

viewer only glimpses of the interior.  It is obvious that they reference Walter Gropius’ 

curtain wall, but in a new and inventive, playful way, with an effect suggesting the 

interpenetrating planes of passage found in analytic Cubism.  They elegantly slip in and 

out of view as though they are playing hide and seek.  The appearance of these glazed 

panels makes the viewer aware of the extreme interplay of positive and negative spaces 

at the Guggenheim Bilbao.   

One particularly interesting feature of the museum is the “pop up” quality of the 

atrium’s skylight (fig. 5).  Emerging from the top of the building, the atrium skylight is 

constructed of a steel framework with glazed panels.  The panels curve in and out, both 

horizontally and vertically.  The overall effect of the protruding skylight is that it appears 

to be moving, as though the glass and metal are blowing in the wind.  In this building, a 

feeling of freedom and movement can be sensed everywhere, whether glass or titanium 

is the medium.   

Conversely, Gehry anchored his building by using indigenous travertine panels, 

three millimeters thick, as cladding for the base (fig. 6).  The warm honey-colored stone 

was quarried in Granada, the capital city of the Andalusia region, directly south of Bilbao 

on the southernmost part of the peninsula.  Gehry intentionally used an identifiable 

Spanish stone to reference the site.3  Furthermore, he created a subterranean entrance, 

rather than using a raised temple approach of traditional museum designs (fig. 7).  The 
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temple approach was perpetuated throughout nineteenth-century museum building when 

many museums were erected as Greek revival architecture—symbolically intended as 

temples of art.  Gehry’s subterranean entrance, however, subverts this idea.  Instead the 

entrance evokes a primal experience—akin to entering the nearby prehistoric caves of 

Altamira—metaphorically enforcing a primordial response to art.  

The primordial quality of the entrance is offset by the futuristic appearance of the 

titanium cladding.  The titanium is a subtle reflective material that gives the building an 

exceptional quality.  I maintain that the titanium-clad building is remarkable in its design 

due to its continually changing façade that reflects not only temporal light changes, but 

also its surroundings.  Layers of reflection from the sky and water are unendingly 

present, enhancing the feeling of constant motion.  The building possesses amorphic 

tendencies due to its materials and perpetually shifting light that distorts and dissolves its 

form, and is reminiscent of indistinct brushwork techniques found in Impressionist 

paintings.  To further enhance the amorphous quality of the museum, Gehry utilizes and 

reinforces atmospheric qualities found in the nearby terrain.  The Guggenheim site is 

riverside of the Nervérion and at the foot of the surrounding mountains.  A fine natural 

mist exists in the region which creates numerous hazy, heavily atmospheric days.  At 

first glance, the viewer realizes that Gehry’s use of titanium reflects the misty light, 

enhancing the silvery gray of the metal skin.  The color transformations that occur in the 

titanium sheathing are unique to that material and a perfect match for the area’s 

atmosphere.  The titanium offers subtle variations of color from reflected light, varying 

from dusty silver-grays to dusty oranges as light changes.  We see the museum awash 

in subtle variations of light from sky and water. 

However, as the viewer walks the periphery of the structure, it becomes apparent 

that the mountain mist and river mist are periodically enhanced by Gehry’s incorporation 

of mechanical water features.  The architect has instituted an hourly spectacle, much like 

“timed” fountains at Versailles.  For a duration of five minutes, streams of mist shoot at 

oblique angles into the air from below a pedestrian bridge.  Also theatrically inspired, the 

building is lit and set aglow by golden floodlights at dusk, making the ethereal quality of 

the building more accentuated.  With its continually changing light, which at once reveals 

and conceals the surface of the complex multi-faceted façade, the Guggenheim museum 

was unlike any other building.   
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State of Literature  

The Guggenheim Bilbao has received extraordinary amounts of attention, not 

only in print, but also in the realm of media-induced popular culture.  The unique building 

has been treated as though it was a “celebrity.”  With its appearance in a Mariah Carey 

music video, a James Bond movie, a magazine advertisement for Nissan, and a Lexus 

television commercial, the building serves as a symbol of cutting-edge ideas, state-of-

the-art products, and perhaps a futuristic view of the world.4  In all cases the media 

directors used the building as a backdrop to the principal action.  In this manner, the 

Bilbao is a theatrical set for the dramatic events portrayed.5   In terms of print media, 

Gehry’s work has consistently appeared in journals, magazines, or newspapers since 

October 1997, and into the year 2004.  Since the importance of the building’s design and 

construction has been established, authors have subsequently turned their attention to 

the long-term effects it will have on the architectural world.  Not always complementary 

in their assessments, most critics feel “the Bilbao effect” is a valid architectural issue.6   

At the very least, it has opened a new dialogue regarding the potential for a distinctively 

repetitious architecture, much like the International Style did in the 1930s. 

Yet, with all of this hyperbole and excitement, there are many unexplored avenues of 

inquiry.  Most importantly, however, is that the Guggenheim Bilbao has not been 

examined for its place in architectural history.  I propose that the museum’s most 

significant qualities are those that place it within the context of architectural history.  

While reviewing the literature on the Guggenheim Bilbao, it becomes evident that no one 

has attempted to historically situate the building. 

To date, even though there is a plethora of magazine articles about various 

facets of the Guggenheim, there is only one writing that serves as a brief analysis of the 

building in terms of its function as a museum.   In Joseph Giovannini’s “Reshaping 

Bilbao,” in Architecture (December 1997), Giovannini, an architect, feels that Gehry 

should have been allowed to be more adventurous in designing the interior.  Giovannini 

supports his assertion by citing Frank Lloyd Wright’s design for the New York 

Guggenheim (designed1953-1959), as an appropriate precedent.7 

Of note is that there are scores of writings about the building, but only two books 

dedicated to the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum.  The earliest of these is Frank O. Gehry: 

Guggenheim Bilbao (1997), written by the architect’s friend and periodic artistic 
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collaborator, Coojse van Bruggen.8  Van Bruggen’s book was published before the 

Guggenheim Bilbao was completed.  However, she openly discusses the all-important 

design process and the crucial manufacturing processes.  Van Bruggen and her 

husband, sculptor Claes Oldenburg, have created several projects with Gehry.  Most 

notably, in 1985 the artists and Gehry performed together in Turin, Italy, in a multi-

faceted event.9  Van Bruggen and Oldenberg, count themselves within Gehry’s circle of 

few close friends.  Her book functions as a clear and meticulous chronology of the 

building project from its inception, and as such, provides the reader with important 

fundamental information for further research.   Even though Van Bruggen’s book is a 

significant contribution, it does not contain an historical analysis of the Guggenheim 

Bilbao.  Of interest to the reader is that, like virtually every other book about Gehry, this 

one has been written with the knowledge and accommodation of the architect and his 

staff.  Essential to understanding Gehry is the knowledge that he openly and freely 

shares his pioneering methodologies.10  A later book, Frank O. Gehry: Guggenheim 

Bilbao Museoa (1998), by Kurt W. Forster, addresses the museum as a “Civic 

Catalyst.”11  Forster maintains that museums are civic catalysts, not too far removed 

from theater as a means of bringing dramatic events to the public.  He cites the origins of 

this idea in the mid-nineteenth century with the advent of World’s Fairs, and their 

temporary and unique exhibits.  In the case of the Bilbao, however, Forster 

acknowledges that under the guidance of museum director Thomas Krens, the 

Guggenheim, “was conceived to form a link in a possible chain of institutions under the 

aegis of the Guggenheim in New York.” Furthermore, he states that “Bilbao becomes the 

test site of an entirely novel museological concept.”12  In further exposition, Forster 

states, “Ever since the Beaubourg [The George Pompidou Center, Paris] opened in 

1977, not only do new museum buildings need to stand the test as adequate repositories 

of art, but they are also expected to act as catalytic agents of urban transformation.”13  

Forster reveals what we have come to expect of museums today; they not only house 

artifacts and perform educational missions—they are dramatic events to which one 

pilgrimages.  Today’s museums serve dual purposes in that they exist as urban 

landmarks that are designed to lure tourists, who will, in turn, bolster local economies.   

All other significant writings, however, focus on the architect and his corpus.  

Frank Gehry, Architect, edited by J. Fiona Ragheb (2001), published on the occasion of 

the retrospective exhibit of Gehry’s work at the Guggenheim New York (May18-August 
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26, 2001), provides a discussion about influences on Gehry’s work, including motion or 

technological design, but not a historical analysis of the building.14  In yet another 

excellent book about Gehry, Gehry Talks: Architecture + Process, edited by Mildred 

Friedman (1999), we find insightful essays, but no discussion of the Guggenheim 

Bilbao’s historical place in architecture.  Both Friedman and Michael Sorkin, whose 

essay “Frozen Light” appears in this book, offer the reader a variety of information 

leading to an understanding of Gehry’s unusual work. Sorkin, a well-known architectural 

critic, asserts that the Guggenheim Bilbao is “Frozen Motion.”15  While I appreciate the 

poetic commentary, the building is categorically not static.  Unfortunately, this book with 

all of its vital information, possesses a pleading tone which reads as an appeal for the 

viewer to understand the man and, therefore, his work.16 

Recently, several authors have focused on various factions of Gehry’s works, but 

avoid examining the Guggenheim Bilbao within architectural history.  Most significant 

among these is a book by Bruce Lindsey, Digital Gehry: Material Resistance/ Digital 

Construction (2001).  Lindsey provides an excellent, detailed, methodical explanation 

and chronology of the unprecedented design processes of Gehry’s works, furthering the 

scholarship provided by earlier authors.  Lindsey offers great insight on Gehry’s 

reluctance to using the computer.  Lindsey further explains Gehry’s incorporation of and 

subsequent trials with designing on a computer.17  In Francesco Dal Co and Kurt W. 

Foster’s, Frank O. Gehry: The Complete Works (1998), the reader is presented with 

Gehry’s complete corpus, and an overview of his life as it pertains to architecture, but no 

historical analysis of the museum.18  Serving as a catalogue raisonné, The Complete 

Works is an essential book for any scholar of contemporary architectural history.  Forster 

and Dal Co, who both spent large spans of time with Gehry, provide insightful essays 

regarding Gehry’s approach to art, design, and building in general.  While Rosemarie 

Haag Bletter’s book, The Architecture of Frank O. Gehry (1985), has concise essays 

from several authors, regarding various components of the architect’s education and 

training, it was published before Gehry’s Guggenheim was even conceived.19   Certainly 

there are numerous articles and entries in all manner of print—not to mention 

educational videos—on the much touted Guggenheim Bilbao.  

As this dissertation was progressing, another significant book was published.  

This one is the closest to positing the Guggenheim Bilbao within architectural history, yet 

it is fundamentally different from my thesis.  Charles Jencks’, The New Paradigm in 
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Architecture: The Language of Post-Modernism (2002), is a continuation of the author’s 

long-term commitment to critiquing and categorizing contemporary architects and 

architecture.20  A full discussion of the similarities between my thesis statement and his 

will be presented in Chapter Four of this dissertation, “E-Technology and the New 

Paradigm.”  Those issues aside, Jencks closely follows the format of his previous books 

by maintaining his categorization of architectural styles from late Modern to what he 

considers contemporary Biomorphism, in which he includes the Guggenheim Bilbao.  As 

such, Jencks’ book is a broad overview of styles, but it does not provide a specific 

historical approach to the Guggenheim Bilbao.  Certainly, it was the intention of the 

author to provide a categorized overview of contemporary architectural events and not 

detailed assessments of the numerous buildings mentioned within his book.  Even 

though the last few pages of the book are reserved for Gehry, a man he obviously 

admires, Jencks leaves much to be explored about the Guggenheim Bilbao and its 

architect.  

 

Statement of the Problem 

Given the lack of historical analysis of the Guggenheim Bilbao, this dissertation 

will provide a critical and historical assessment of Gehry’s work in Bilbao, Spain.  

Furthermore, I examine the museum in the context of our post-industrial society.  Basic 

to this premise is that in our contemporary society the idea of technology has been 

transformed from industrial to electronic.  We have experienced the transformation of an 

industrial society into a post-industrial society.  I maintain that the Guggenheim Bilbao is 

the first building to represent that shift.  Furthermore, it is my contention that Gehry, with 

his use of transfigured technology, has presented us with a paradigmatical shift in 

architecture.  That transfigured technology is what is now commonly being referred to as 

electronic technology (e-technology).21   Gehry reveals this unprecedented use of 

technology symbolically in the Guggenheim, by creating a building that seems radically 

alien to any we have seen, except in science-fiction movies.  This alterity is understood 

by our reading of the titanium cladding, and by the museum’s multifaceted façades.  

However enticing a superficial glimpse of the building is, the true innovations are found 

in the design and construction processes.  Crucial to the technological shift is that Gehry 

used a French aeronautic software program to create the Guggenheim Bilbao.  Given 

this, I will argue that the forms Gehry creates through this electronic means can best be 
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described as Techno-Morphic.  Techno-Morphism, as a style, is a term I have coined to 

characterize Gehry’s building because it defies much of our former architectural 

vocabulary and thereby compels the creation of new terminology.22 

However, I will also demonstrate that the Gehry’s innovations at the Guggenheim 

Bilbao are not simply stylistic.  Instead, the term Techno-Morphism (as a style) can also 

be applied to Gehry’s conceptual processes and his building technique as 

technomorphic. The building represents a synthesis of expressive e-technological form 

and e-technological fabrication, as opposed to conventional post-and-beam construction 

drafted with previous computer programs.  Those earlier programs only provided drafting 

assistance.  It will be argued that Techno-Morphism is also a style within a larger new 

category of architecture—techno-architecture.23   Therefore, I propose that Gehry has 

created a new style within architecture and a new type of architectural construction. 

  

Methodology 

Primarily, this dissertation will be a contextual perspective that incorporates an 

examination of modern and contemporary architectural history, both theoretically and 

stylistically.  My analysis of the building comprises technological practices in 

architecture, an exploration of the Basque culture, a theoretical reading that employs 

Jacques Derrida theories of “deconstruction,” and a historical view of Gehry’s work.  The 

socio-cultural history of the Basque region where the museum is located will be 

understood as a vital component in the conceptual and technical formation of the 

museum.   

Furthermore, I apply a selective comparative analysis of the Guggenheim Bilbao 

with some contemporary buildings, in particular with the Guggenheim New York.  

Several earlier designs by Gehry also require analysis as a means of understanding the 

creation of the Guggenheim Bilbao.  Some are crucial to the discussion because they 

serve as design and experimentation background, others are essential as distinct 

prototypes for the museum.  These will be discussed in some detail.  

 Also of importance to this dissertation was an interview with the architect.  

Although Frank Gehry’s exhausting schedule did not allow for a personal interview, his  

public relations assistant, Keith Mendenhall, graciously responded to questions.  While 

this is most gratefully accepted, little new information came to light.24 
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Précis of Chapters 

 This dissertation has five chapters, with the titles as follows: Chapter One, 

Introduction; Chapter Two, Historicism; Chapter Three, The End of Industrialism; 

Chapter Four, E-Technology and The New Paradigm; Chapter Five, The Bilbao Effect; 

Chapter Six, Conclusion.  

In Chapter Two, Historicism, the discussion focuses on the historic components 

of the Guggenheim Bilbao which, when merged, create a new architectural style.  To 

date, no writing exists that discusses Gehry’s elemental syntheses and revisions of 

historical styles as disparate as Romanesque, Renaissance, Baroque, Early Modern, 

and Post-Modern.  I advance the notion that new terminology must be considered in 

order to properly discuss the building’s revolutionary style.  I coined the term Techno-

Morphism to describe the Guggenheim’s unprecedented form.   

In Chapter Three, The End of Industrialism, I propose that Gehry finalizes the 

industrially-driven modernist era with his innovative use of computers for design, 

engineering, and manufacture.  I propose that the Guggenheim Bilbao differs from 

modernist architecture because it is the first fully integrated technologically-informed 

building constructed.  As such, I maintain that the Guggenheim Bilbao is the first truly 

post-industrial building.  By way of discussion, I use the well-documented 1914 

Deutsche Werkbund Debate as the benchmark of Early Modern art and architectural 

discourse.  This discourse focused on issues of industry versus art in the creation of a 

new art and architectural style.   My analysis indicates that Gehry is the first to resolve, 

and thereby conclude, the issues that perplexed the early modern architects in the fertile 

period before World War I.  

In Chapter Four, E-Technology and the New Paradigm, the Guggenheim 

Museum is discussed in terms of its design and manufacture.  Additionally, I discuss 

Gehry’s incorporation of innovative techniques, such as computer-translated sketches, in 

order to demonstrate that Gehry created the first fully integrated e-technologically 

informed building.  Much has been written about Gehry’s use of aerodynamic software to 

translate his sketches into computer drawings and models.  This dissertation 

encapsulates that information and explains its current impact on architecture.  Gehry 

merged cutting-edge techniques and materials to time-honored construction, which 
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altered his architectural practice.  I propose that Gehry uses a technomorphic technique 

to create the Guggenheim’s Techno-Morphic style. 

In Chapter Five, I offer a discussion of what has become known as “The Bilbao 

Effect.”  The new design and construction procedures of the Guggenheim Bilbao have 

engendered a new area of architectural discourse.  Critics, both detractors and admirers, 

have spawned numerous articles, papers and, at least, one conference dedicated to the 

museum.  At the time of this writing, the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum is being studied 

for its contribution to the city of Bilbao’s urban revitalization.  Scholars, critics, and 

architects are debating the importance of the museum as urban renewal project and are 

studying it for future influence on architectural design.  This chapter presents an analysis 

and summation of that material. 

In Chapter Six, I present a conclusion to my analysis of Frank Gehry’s Bilbao 

Guggenheim Museum.  Nearly seven years after its opening, and with several other 

Gehry buildings completed, the Guggenheim Museum is still commanding much 

attention.  Now that it has been established that the Guggenheim Bilbao is innovative, 

and therefore, worthy of investigation, we need to examine the museum for its unique 

place in architectural history.   
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICISM 

 
 

 

The primary thesis of this dissertation is that the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, 

Spain represents both a new architectural style and a paradigmatical shift in architectural 

history.  This chapter serves as the discussion that begins the exploration of Gehry’s 

ability to create a new style by commingling historical elements from numerous 

architectural styles.  The historicism, and its subsequent manipulation, found at the 

Guggenheim Bilbao serves as the foundation for the new style.  Chapter Four, E-

Technology and The New Paradigm contains the discussion of the technological 

paradigm shift. 

Significantly, while the atrium has been discussed in the context of design 

precedence, the building as a whole has not.  I maintain that it is its important layering 

and complex merging of historical elements that situates the Guggenheim as an 

important building.  To date, no author has yet to discuss the myriad historical  

complexities of this significant museum.  Therefore, this document will serve as the 

primary writing regarding a historical overview of the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum.  It is 

also necessary to examine the background of the Guggenheim project in order to garner 

a socio-cultural understanding of the site, which I maintain influenced Gehry.   We have 

to visually dismantle the museum in order to understand Gehry’s prodigious and 

exacting use of history and the historical significance of this project. 

 

Background of the Project  

The new style found at the Guggenheim Bilbao stands in remarkable contrast to 

prior buildings, with certain notable exceptions.  Among those exceptions is another 

Guggenheim project.  The Guggenheim New York by Frank Lloyd Wright (1959) also 

served as a remarkable architectural construction.  At the time of Wright’s construction, 

as with the Bilbao, most contemporary construction was based on the rectangle as a 
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result of post-and-beam construction.  Once visited, it is easy to understand why both 

museums have been received as spectacular works of art.  It is within this framework 

that we come to understand a great deal more about the Guggenheim Bilbao’s style, 

which was largely influenced by its patron.  Beginning in 1987, Thomas Krens, the 

director of the Guggenheim Museum, in New York, embarked upon an unprecedented 

broad-based building plan, which included establishing Guggenheim museums globally.  

In Spain, his vision of museum expansion effectively meshed with the regional Basque 

government’s strategy of revitalizing their main city—Bilbao.  In the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries, Bilbao was a thriving industrial town, with shipbuilding and 

mercantilism as the main economies.  As the global marketplace changed and the world 

became more deeply entrenched in technology, old traditions died off.  The Basques 

chose to respond to the passage of time by embracing the future.  At the end of the 

1980s, they deemed it important to undertake a large-scale renewal program, which 

included building a new city infrastructure.  A bridge, train station, subway, airport 

terminal, control tower, and a cultural center were all proposed.  Today, these have all 

been completed and Bilbao has become a tourist mecca of contemporary architecture.25  

Looking for a cultural organization that had access to large, internationally known 

art collections, the Basque government approached Krens in 1988.  The Basques’ idea 

was to form a coalition, with their offering being an important group of medieval through 

nineteenth-century paintings, housed in a grand nineteenth-century building, the Museo 

de Bellas Artes.26  Krens seized on the proposal, as it would enhance the Guggenheim’s 

European presence.  He then contacted Gehry because of his reputation for  

transforming industrial sites.  Together they visited Bilbao in 1991.27  As proposal after 

proposal was considered for the museum’s site, it became apparent that the project was 

growing in magnitude.  The city fathers’ early plans for a contemporary art museum was 

to rehabilitate a small nineteenth-century warehouse building, which today stands on 

visual axis two blocks from the Guggenheim.  Krens, ambitiously, and some will say 

over-enthusiastically, supported a much grander project than originally suggested.28 

Ultimately, Krens’ vision of a showplace museum, to rival Wright’s example, conjoined 

with Gehry’s idea to utilize the river site.  The project then began to move ahead with 

great excitement on the part of all involved parties.  Once the river site was established 

with the Basque politicians, it provided the key to move forward with more elaborate and 

expansive plans.   
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An Overview of the Site 

The Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao is a conglomeration of forms sprawled on a 

site, riverside of the Nervión River.  Gehry deliberately positioned the museum as part of 

a significant visual triangle, what Gehry refers to as a “geocultural triangle.”29  Formerly, 

the location was a busy nineteenth-century British shipyard.  Adjacent to it is the old 

railway yard used for transporting goods to the shipyard; the tracks remain, but it is 

largely dormant today.   Recently the railway expanse has become home to open-air 

events, such as circuses and fairs.  Tour buses, bringing groups to see the museum, 

also park there now.   The museum site is encircled by the river on three sides and 

situated between the mountains and the nineteenth-century city in front.  In the 

photograph shown here (fig. 2), the city is seen at the topmost portion, and the river is on 

the bottom, circling the museum on both the right and left.  Water plays an important part 

in the museum’s appearance, and Gehry uses both the river and a reflecting pool as 

time-transmitting, light-reflecting devices.  Additionally, the site often has a fine hazy mist 

due to the humidity of the area.  The Museum of Arts and the Arriaga City Theater form 

the rest of the “geocultural triangle.”  The approach from the airport dramatically leads 

the visitor through the mountainous terrain on the left, revealing a view of the museum 

off to the right and down in the distance.  The Guggenheim’s jumble of forms resembles 

the mountains from above and in the distance.  As the visitor draws closer, it is apparent 

that the uneven roof line is, in fact, made of metal, reflecting the natural setting of 

mountains and river.  

Important to the site is the De Salve Bridge, a bridge that leads from the city and, 

as it approaches the museum, crosses over the Guggenheim’s long gallery.  The 

roadway is a twentieth-century structure that ties the old town to the outskirts of the city.  

By anchoring the museum beneath the bridge, Gehry unified two centuries of progress—

one, the outmoded nineteenth-century shipyard site, and the other, a twentieth-century 

bustling ribbon of contemporary transportation.  Gehry’s use of the abandoned river site 

revitalized the area, encouraging the restoration of numerous vacant buildings in the 

surrounding areas along the river.30 

Utilizing Renaissance planning techniques, Gehry situated the museum so that it 

can be seen from key points within the city proper.  The Guggenheim Bilbao is set back 

from a busy thoroughfare comprising a streetscape of nineteenth- century stone and 

brick buildings (fig. 8).  The subterranean entrance to the museum, which should be 
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experienced from afar as well as near, is in direct alignment with a major artery, 

Alameda de Recalde, that bisects the city, ending at the Bilbao’s main plaza.  Second 

only to the Gran Via De Don Diego Lopez de Haro, the largest street in Bilbao, Alameda 

de Recalde is a bustling street filled with well-dressed office workers, bankers, and other 

professional people.  This location automatically transfers importance to the museum 

site as the Guggenheim is at the end of the vista—it allows the Guggenheim museum 

visual primacy.31  Viewed from a distance on that street, the museum appears to be a 

titanium covered mountain framed by the natural mountains in the background (fig. 5).   

 

An Overview of the Building 

In the Guggenheim Bilbao, Gehry’s panoptic approach to art and architectural 

history was translated into a landmark space with an awe-inspiring height, design, sense 

of movement, and light.  Because the Guggenheim Bilbao has an unusual form, it is 

difficult to describe in ordinary terms.  Therefore, I will give a brief overview of the 

building and then historically organize the issues regarding its new style.  What follows is 

a discussion regarding the new style in terms of historical form and theoretical 

applications. 

Powerful and full of movement, the Guggenheim in plan is virtually two rectilinear 

arms, placed on the perpendicular, fusing in the center.  One arm is primarily the long 

gallery or “boat” gallery that extends under the De Salve Bridge.  The lower level 

contains the cavernous 450-foot-long boat gallery, designated for temporary exhibits and 

additional smaller-scale gallery space for living artists, clustered in the center of the 

building (fig. 9).  The center of the lower level also houses the subterranean entrance 

and the soaring 164-foot-high atrium.  At the second and third floor levels, there are 

gallery spaces with traditional rectilinear configurations designated for the Guggenheim’s 

modern art collection.  A library and administration offices complete the second floor 

arm.  To the left of the busy De Salve Bridge, Gehry placed a graceful tower structure 

that heralds the museum site (fig. 10). 

Upon encountering the museum for the first time, the viewer experiences the 

building as a small urban setting with different roof lines and façades.  This complexity 

echoes the bustling city around it and the mountainous area behind it.  No two parts of a 

single façade are alike, much less an entire façade.  Titanium cladding and stone 

cladding collide with each other as well as with glass and steel—all of it at once 
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tumbling, turning, curving, and tilting in and out.  Similar to origami, portions of the 

building appear to be folded, while others appear to be molded stacks of indistinct forms.  

There are no right angles.   Euclidean geometry in its pure form of cones, spheres, and 

cubes, is non-existent.  In its place, we find fractured, dislocated, disjunctive forms that 

perhaps were once geometric, but now seem warped, distorted, or melted.  The forms 

appear as though Gehry manipulated stone, metal, and glass as if they were clay.   

Charles Jencks in The New Paradigm in Architecture: The Language of Post-

Modernism, maintains that the forms we see are fractals, but he appears to be taking 

artistic license with the term.  Fractals are non-Euclidean forms associated with the 

recent scientific discovery of complexity theory and chaos theory, which Jencks says is 

influencing contemporary architecture.32  While I would not disagree that today’s 

architects are heavily influenced by the science of their time, I do disagree that this 

building is based on fractals.  Fractals are forms found in nature, such as in the makeup 

of clouds, snowflakes, veins, and various body organs.  They specifically repeat their 

geometric makeup whether the fixed form is increased or decreased in size.  It may be 

that this idea of geometric repetition found in nature leads Jencks to determine that the 

Guggenheim Bilbao is Biomorphic in style.33  However, this is hard to determine because 

Jencks does not fully explain his term.  Regardless, I assert that the museum is not 

based on true fractals, as it is not a geometrically repetitive form in any manner, except 

for the rectangular shape of the cladding panels.  Jencks frequently makes references to 

the building as petals, an artichoke, and a variety of other organic terms.  This 

terminology recalls late nineteenth-century styles and theories of organic expression. 

Jencks’ biomorphic concept of the museum is reminiscent of the idea of organic 

expression espoused by Art Nouveau architects in the late nineteenth-century and early 

twentieth-century buildings of Hector Guimard and Victor Horta, among others.  

Pertaining to the Guggenheim Bilbao, Jencks makes numerous correlations with early 

modern organicism.  Contrary to Jencks’ assertion that the building comes under the 

stylistic heading of Biomorphism, I maintain that the building is Techno-Morphic.  As I 

stated earlier, I have coined the term because there is no other category in which to 

place the building.  I have derived this term from the fact that the Guggenheim Bilbao 

looks technologically futuristic, it is made of technologically advanced materials, such as 

titanium, and it is created with electronic technology (e-technology), the most futuristic of 
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our current technologies.  I believe the building looks to the future, as we imagine it, and 

not to a biological past. 

 

The New Style—Historical Forms on the Interior 

 While breaking with all former styles, Gehry incorporated some components of 

them but these he reconfigured.  Gehry’s combination of Romanesque, Gothic, Baroque, 

Modern, Post-Modern, and High-Tech elements and ideas makes the Guggenheim 

Bilbao unique.  There are only a few direct comments Gehry has made regarding the 

fragments of styles found at the museum.  I will address each of his statements as we 

examine the styles in an approximately chronological progression.   Because Gehry 

weaves together time periods, many elements of his work cut across both chronological 

and cultural boundaries.  Furthermore, when recognizing architectural elements in 

Gehry’s work, the viewer must also acknowledge the historical context of that element.  

Few, if any, of Gehry’s works are non-contextual.  Therefore, each component is replete 

with historical socio-cultural meaning.  For example, the entrance of the Guggenheim 

Museum is an amalgamation of both forms and significance found in Paleolithic caves, 

Renaissance architecture, and nineteenth-century museum buildings.    

Gehry employed a subterranean entrance to the museum, which is located an 

entire level below ground, necessitating the visitor to descend two flights of stairs.  At 

first, it seems odd not to have a grand entrance raised on a platform.  Many visitors may 

experience discomfort or disorientation entering the museum, as they are primarily 

oriented to traditionally classical style museum buildings placed on a platform or 

stylobate entrance with Neoclassical elements.  Following Alberti’s treatise on 

Renaissance architecture, many nineteenth-century Neoclassicists utilized his 

formulation of classical architectural ideas to create museum buildings as new civic 

building types.34  Frederick Schinkel, who built the Berlin Altes Museum, Berlin (1828) 

and John Smirke, who created the British Museum, London (1824-47) (fig. 11) have 

produced the prototypes and perhaps, the finest examples of Neoclassical museum 

architecture, within this tradition.    

The lower-level entrance can easily refer to the caves of Altamira, about one 

hundred-fifty miles to the northeast of Bilbao, wherein have been found some of the 

earliest known art, dating from c. 15,000 B. C. E.  Caves containing art and other 

remains of Paleolithic cultures have also been found in this northern Spanish region as 
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recently as 1969.35  Besides geography, the cave-like entrance seems to be making a 

primal statement about art.  Cave art, being the oldest known art form, dates to the 

origins of humankind, indicating that humans have always produced art.  Gehry subtly 

establishes a relationship between art as a primal human event and the contemporary 

world.  The cave-like ambience, set by the subterranean entrance, is enhanced as the 

visitor enters the reception area, defined by its low ceiling and darkly painted walls.   

The reception area may be considered non-descript and certainly anti-climatic 

when compared to both the setting and the exterior of the building, but it also carries 

several encoded messages.  The low, dark ceiling may be a reference to Frank Lloyd 

Wright’s domestic architecture.  Wright’s homes encourage the visitor to feel spatially 

enclosed, invoking an emotional response to home and hearth.  Since Wright was the 

first architect employed by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, the spatial quality 

of the reception area can be read as homage to him.  Additionally, Gehry’s reception 

area reflects Baroque techniques of moving from dark spaces into light-filled entrance 

halls.  This progression in space suggests dramatic effects found in several Baroque 

buildings, where visitors enter a room with a low ceiling, or a dark foyer, and move 

toward a reception room or staircase that soars vertically for two or three stories.36  

Directed to move beyond the commonplace, darkly-colored box into the 160-foot- 

high atrium, the visitor is astounded by the dramatic contrast.  It is difficult to believe, but 

the atrium design started out as a box; Gehry intended it to be gallery space.  Sensitive 

to criticisms of Wright’s museum, Gehry wanted to make artist-friendly spaces.  It was at 

this juncture that Krens challenged Gehry to design something elaborate and grand.  He 

encouraged him to further expand on his already avant-garde reputation as a 

Deconstructivist.  Krens had a vision that this could be another signature Guggenheim 

building.  He recognized the opportunity for this building to be a landmark in world 

architecture just as the Guggenheim New York was nearly a half-century earlier.  This 

time Krens’ name would be attached as the visionary who prompted the architect into 

flights of fancy. 

Of course, Gehry was mindful of the natural inclination to compare his museum 

to the New York building.  His main concern was that the galleries function as 

repositories for art of all media and scales.  Gehry’s trepidation was largely due to the 

criticism heaped on Wright for having a sloped gallery floor that spirals downward 

around the periphery of the atrium.  Even though Wright’s nautilus shell design was 
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unprecedented for a museum building at the time, and the building commanded attention 

from any viewpoint, the interior was considered inadequate for its function.  In particular, 

the ramp galleries were critically considered a failure, because not only were the walls 

sloped, but they were also concaved.  Scholars have shown that it was neither Wright’s, 

nor was it Gehry’s, intent that the buildings overshadow the art, each planned for a 

building to showcase art.  However, many critics and visitors think that in both instances, 

the buildings supercede the art.  Wright’s response to the criticism was, “It is not to 

subjugate the paintings to the building that I conceived this plan.  On the contrary, it was 

to make the building and the painting an uninterrupted, beautiful symphony such as 

never existed in the World of Art before.”37   Wright thought of his beautiful building as a 

perfect background for the magnificent art contained within its unusual curved walls.  

Admittedly, the ramp galleries do not function like rectangular flat surfaces, framing art.  

The gallery was also criticized for not accounting for the mural-sized paintings of the 

Abstract Abstractionists.   However, they serve as excellent spaces for exhibits such as 

the Frank Gehry, Architect exhibit held in New York May 18-August 26, 2001.38   This 

blockbuster event displayed hundreds of models, photos, drawings, and plans from 

Gehry’s career.  The models, in particular, were displayed with great clarity.  Certainly, 

lending to this success is that they are sculptural, like the architecture surrounding them.   

Initially, Gehry steadfastly and repeatedly designed the atrium as gallery space, 

until Thomas Krens, forced the issue and insisted that the atrium be an expression of 

Gehry’s sculptural abilities.  Coosje Van Bruggen reports that Krens said, “It simply was 

not necessary to create gallery space here. This atrium is yours, you’re the artist here.  

This is your sculpture . . . you then make perfect gallery space around it.”39  The exterior 

design was always part of Gehry’s artistic vision for the site, but the interiors were 

strongly influenced by Krens’ encouragement, and explicit prodding to experiment.   

The light-filled, soaring atrium is a result of myriad architectural influences on 

Gehry as well (fig. 12).  Spatially speaking, the atrium is heavily influenced by 

Romanesque and Gothic Cathedrals in France that he had visited on his first European 

trip during 1961-1962.40  Formally speaking, the atrium’s style relies on plasticity as 

found in the Baroque and German Expressionist periods.  Gehry acknowledges that 

Baroque architects Guarino Guarini and Francesco Borromini are major sources of 

inspiration for his work.  On several occasions, Gehry has also acknowledged that the 

atrium was influenced by the work of German film director Fritz Lang.41  He also credits 
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German Expressionist architecture of the early twentieth century as a significant 

influence.   

The dramatically lit and executed atrium does bear some resemblance to certain 

components of sets for German director Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927), unrealized 

architectural models by the German Expressionist Hermann Finsterlin (c.1919), and the 

entrance foyer of Schauspielhaus, Berlin (1919) by Hans Poelzig (figs. 13, 14).42  Gehry 

further used Art Nouveau elements found on both the interior and exterior arches of 

Antoni Gaudí’s Güell Palace, Barcelona (1888) (fig. 15). The expressionistic effects in 

the atrium are so powerful  that it is said that modernist architect Philip Johnson cried 

when he walked in to the Guggenheim’s atrium area, pronouncing it “the most perfect 

space in all of architecture.”43  These twentieth-century references notwithstanding, the 

space still reads as a soaring vault.  The sky-lit atrium is vaulted higher than Chartres 

Cathedral, yet it bears none of the regularity of Chartres.  This is an irregular undulating 

vault, unlike any extant vault.  Krens had challenged Gehry to use Chartres Cathedral as 

the model for the atrium.44  In response to the filtering light, the eye is immediately 

directed up to towards the vaulting.  The light-drenched space appears open to the sky, 

but the atrium is topped with an amorphic clear, glass skylight.  Seen from outside, it 

resembles an inverted Alvar Aalto molded glass vase, dating from c.1936 (fig. 16).  

Gehry has often mentioned Alvar Aalto as having a strong influence on his work.45   

Gehry’s atrium interior bears further resemblance to both Poelzig and Gaudí in 

that Gehry uses a variation of a parabolic arch found in their work (fig. 17).  Admittedly, 

this image is hard to read, due to the difficulty in photographing the atrium’s cavernous, 

highly irregular space with undulating vaults and walls.  The foyer of Poelzig’s 

Schausspielhaus clearly shows the use of a parabolic arch, which Poelzig repeated 

throughout the space (fig. 14).  Gaudí used the parabolic arch in numerous works, 

including the Güell Palace’s entrance and interior, as well as the Colegio Teresiano, San 

Gervasio, Spain (1888) (figs. 15, 18).46  Appearing more malleable than a stone-carved, 

pointed Gothic arch, and appearing less rigid than a round- headed Romanesque arch, 

the parabolic arch is considered more fluid and it is this fluidity that makes it expressive.  

Both Poelzig and Gaudí employed this arch for its unique structural integrity, but they 

also applied it conceptually because of its Gothic associations and medieval piety.  Both 

architects strongly believed in revitalizing medieval traditions.  Poelzig, like numerous 

other German Expressionists, felt that medieval handcrafting was a direct, and therefore 
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pure, form of expression.  This is in direct opposition to the mechanistic assembly-line 

approach that many early modernists favored for the manufacturing of goods and pre-

fabrication of buildings.  Similarly, Gaudí avoided the appearance of machine-made 

elements and to that end, he considered himself a craftsman-architect.  Gehry absorbed 

the architectural styles of the Expressionists and Gaudí, and he reinterpreted them in the 

Guggenheim Bilbao’s atrium.  But Gehry’s homage to Gaudí is even more direct since 

Barcelona, home to Gaudí’s architecture, is regionally near the Guggenheim Bilbao.  By 

referring to both Barcelona and Gaudí, Gehry acknowledged powerful Spanish 

architecture that draws thousands of scholars and tourists to the country every year.  

Yet, the familiarity that a visitor feels with this earlier architecture is garnered 

through association rather than by outright quotation.  Gehry’s reinterpretation of the 

famous architects’ works is only gleaned by close inspection and visual analysis.  The 

new style that Gehry creates is determined by the mutation, or transformation, of the 

expected architectural elements found throughout history.  For example, the atrium’s 

stone-clad and plaster-faced piers seem to melt, bend, and contort as they hold up the 

central space.  The visitor is unaware of what exactly these piers are holding up. 

Likewise, the multi-curved interior surfaces are not quite walls.  They are stone, glass, 

and molded plaster, bent and curved into sculptural architectural elements.  It is difficult 

to tell what is structural because structure has been bent and molded beyond the norm.  

Design and tectonics are merged into one.   

Even though Gehry shies away from words like capitals and columns, one must 

use them in order to discuss the interior.  What are ordinarily termed walls are mostly 

stone-clad piers in this space.  The top portions of the pier resemble loosely-hanging 

fabric in a tent-like billowing configuration (fig. 19).  The piers are molded of a smooth 

white plaster, which has been manipulated into extraordinary shapes.  The use of plaster 

also relates to the site, as stucco-faced buildings are found throughout the Casca Veijo 

(Old Quarter) in Bilbao.  When viewed from different vantage points, the pier tops are 

hardly recognizable as being the same objects.  They appear quite different when seen 

from the floor than when viewed from the second level.  The billowing white plaster 

sections of the piers serve as capitals, exaggerated and melting. 

  Gehry gives a nod to Post-Modern architecture in his use of these exaggerated 

capitals.  What these capitals share with the works of well-known Post-Modernists, such 

as Michael Graves and Robert Venturi, is their double coding.  Due to their exaggerated 
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proportions, the capitals cannot be read as traditional capitals, but they can be 

understood to serve as capitals.  Gehry captures the spirit of Post-Modern architecture 

with his ambiguous use of capitals.  Yet, he does not precisely quote the Post-

Modernists.  Both Graves and Venturi utilized traditional architectural elements in their 

pure forms but exaggerated the scale.  As such, their works come under the heading of 

pastiche.  By borrowing historic elements and “pasting them” onto their buildings with a 

distorted the scale, Graves and Venturi disrupted traditional architectural syntax.  Gehry 

pushed further, distorting the form so severely that there is no understood scale—no 

frame of reference other than the capitals’ positioning.   

There is still one more overt historical reference that must be acknowledged—the 

High-Tech Style.47  In the use of exposed metal frames and floating glass panels fixed 

with exposed hardware, Gehry appropriated components of High-Tech architecture.   

In addition to the molded, curved wall/piers, the atrium houses a tall crescendo of 

glazing that appears to float freely down from the skylight.  In actuality, the glass panels 

are attached to a steel frame that cascades like a waterfall into the atrium.  The glazing 

is fixed in a scale-like overlapping method to the framing device with exposed screws 

and large-scale clips, brackets, bolts and other hardware (fig. 12).  It is difficult to tell 

where the slithering glass panels originate; they seem to be unattached to anything.  

Seemingly non-functional, this feature does reflect both the overhead natural light and 

the installed electric light.  The slithering glass not only adds light and reflection but a 

sculptural presence—that of a symbolic fish tail.48  Two other glazed elements are 

present in the atrium as well.  That glazing, however, functions as three-sided columns 

that encase stairways and the elevator.  Those highly sculptural components, like the 

fish sculpture, are also formed with segmented planes of glass attached to steel frames 

and display an emphatic use of recognizable hardware.   

While I propose that the Guggenheim Bilbao departs from the works of the High-

Tech architects, the similarities are found in the realm of materials, primarily the 

hardware and steel frames.  If we examine works from the best known High-Tech 

architects, Richard Rogers and Sir Norman Foster, we will find that Gehry adopts the 

spirit of the High-Tech Style, but not the style and ideological concept.  Rogers’ Lloyd’s 

Building, London (1978-1986), and Foster’s Shanghai Bank, Hong Kong (1979-1986) 

are prime examples of the High-Tech Style; as such, both of the constructions appear 

rigidly mechanical (figs. 20, 21).  It was the intent of the High-Tech architects to create 
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buildings that represented the mechanical components of life.  To that end, they chose 

to leave behind coverings, and they stripped their constructions of as much superfluous 

material as possible.  Indeed, exposing the skeleton and revealing the structure was of 

paramount importance.  In this manner, these designers took the early modernists’ 

statement regarding “truth in materials” to a logical conclusion, believing they were 

revealing the new technological world.  Gehry used some of the same industrial 

materials that were so important to the High-Tech architects, but he employed them in 

the atrium as a foil to traditional materials, such as plaster and stone.   

Since Gehry had Krens’ permission to freely experiment in the atrium, this area 

possesses the richest amalgamation of historic styles and transformations of those 

styles.  Within the atrium, Gehry merged an architectural chronology of the Romanesque 

and Gothic eras, especially in the vaulting.  Yet, he infused those eras with an exuberant 

interpretation of fluid German Expressionistic forms, as well as the essence of Post-

Modernism’s double coding.  We also find that Gehry borrowed unabashed High-Tech 

materials and merged them into a sculptural undulating space.  Consequently, the 

Guggenheim museum’s atrium represents portions of architectural history, newly 

combined and brought forward into the present.  Thus, the Guggenheim interior is a new 

style is created through the reworking and rearranging of historical elements that have 

been transposed in form, and oftentimes, positioning, so that no clearly identifiable 

former style remains.   

  

The New Style—Historical Forms on the Exterior 

In general, Gehry believes that cities are palimpsests of history.  He therefore 

incorporates signifiers of a site’s past and merges them with the site’s current function.  

The Guggenheim Bilbao’s tower is such a marker (fig. 10).  Its current function is to 

announce that a cultural city is near.  Located to the left of the approaching De Salve 

Bridge, it stands about eight stories tall and bends gently on three sides.  Like Italian 

Renaissance towers, it heralds the site and announces the city’s power and strength.  

Thus, the tower implies Old World traditions, and signifies a contemporary cultural 

renaissance.49  This tower may also be understood as signifier of the Basques’ ongoing 

vigilance, as they are still vying for separatism from Spain.50  

Unfinished on one side, the tower’s remaining three sides are clad in Granada 

stone panels that are hung on slightly curved steel frames.  Daylight shines through the 
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unmortared panels’ narrow adjacencies.  The rectangular panels of stone are about 

three-millimeters (three-fourths inch) thick, and from a distance they resemble dressed 

stone facing found in Renaissance construction.  Merging Modernist steel grids to the 

image of Renaissance chiseled stone, Gehry left the steel and stone exposed by leaving 

one side of the Guggenheim tower open.  The visitor is free to walk inside the tower and 

examine the construction. The grids to which the panels are attached have curvature to 

them, enabling the three stone façades to look as if they are gently blowing in the wind, 

like masts on a ship.  This is another subtle, yet powerful, marker of Gehry’s 

understanding of the site’s history as a sea-faring society.  We will see that Gehry 

carries the shipyard analogy throughout the museum complex. 

With spaces easily read from the exterior, the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao is 

a sculptural tour de force comprising numerous colliding forms.  On one façade the 

building partially resembles a ship, while on others it appears as a jumbled mountain of 

amorphous forms, clad in a variety of materials.  Even though there is great irregularity 

in the Guggenheim’s multi-faceted façades, the building assumes the Romanesque 

quality of easily identifiable spaces read from the exterior.  Like St. Sernin, Toulouse 

(1180-1120), the Guggenheim’s spaces are differentiated by changing rooflines and 

walls that recede or protrude.  Both the church and the museum are based on a massing 

of forms.  Gehry began grouping exterior shapes in the 1980s, most notably with the 

California Aerospace Museum (1982-84), but the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum is his first 

work to be fully read from the exterior (fig. 2).  For example, the administrative offices 

are clearly delineated from the gallery spaces by changes in cladding and spatial 

volumes.  It is impossible to attempt a single traditional interpretation of the 

Guggenheim’s exterior because, like the interior, it is an amalgamation of forms, styles, 

and concepts, assimilated and reordered by Gehry.  I will now discuss some of the 

myriad stylistic influences found on the exterior of the museum. 

Following Renaissance practices again, Gehry employs the same honey-colored 

Granada stone as found on the tower to visually anchor the building.  Furthermore, using 

stone as a foundation to the museum refers to the nineteenth-century stone façades of 

surrounding buildings.  With forms borrowed from Renaissance and Baroque 

architecture and gardens, the Guggenheim’s exterior provides some of the most 

lighthearted aspects found at the museum.  Using parody, surprise, and irony, Gehry 

delivered subtle and theatrical messages about the building, and perhaps himself, 
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through the water features and their historical references.  Facing the river, Gehry 

placed a reflecting pool between the museum and the river itself (fig.1).  Historically, 

reflecting pools were first found in Roman architecture, but were later adopted and 

frequently used for elegant Renaissance and Baroque gardens.  Often associated with 

the Roman myth of Narcissus, reflecting pools have been used as an enhancement of a 

site’s beauty.  Therefore, if viewed as parodic, Gehry may be commenting on the 

narcissistic nature of art, architecture, and perhaps, architects.  However, if considered 

more pragmatically, it is obvious that reflection is a vital component of this building.  Not 

only does the reflecting pool capture images of the building, but it also sends light 

upwards onto the hazy titanium surface.   Since titanium is a subdued reflective surface, 

an ongoing mutual reflection takes place.  Here at the Guggenheim Bilbao, the reflecting 

pool is but one of many reflective light sources.   

A more dramatic employment of Renaissance and Baroque garden water tricks 

appears in the spectacle of shooting water jets.   At the strike of every hour, water jets 

spray mist into the air at oblique angles, for five minutes.  Ironically, the jets’ mist 

surprises the unsuspecting visitor and visually erases the museum’s stone base, 

dissolving a sense of materiality.  The museum seems to float in a gray mist, then as the 

mist rises, the building is engulfed by it, and the building seems to evaporate.  This 

ongoing dramatic event also reflects color onto the titanium, which changes according to 

the effects of natural light, or the artificially colored lights at nighttime.51  Deemed overly 

dramatic by many critics, these effects astound the viewer.  The massive edifice nearly 

disappears into the atmosphere.    

While the ship signification is appropriate to the museum’s location on the former 

shipyard site, it has another historical association—that of referencing the early 

modernists’ attachment to machinery in the form of ocean-going vessels.  In particular, 

the work of Le Corbusier can be understood in Gehry’s ship references at the 

Guggenheim Bilbao.  Le Corbusier employed numerous ship references at the Villa 

Savoye, in Poissey, France (1927).  In the 1920s, ocean-going vessels were among the 

most current technological breakthroughs, and as such influenced Le Corbusier in his 

quest to produce houses fashioned as “machine[s] for living.”  At the Villa Savoye, he 

employed authentic ship’s railings for balcony and deck rails.  Le Corbusier also used 

ramps on the terrace, references to portholes, and ventilation shafts and stairwells that 

resemble steamship smokestacks, and a deck.  Gehry nods to Le Corbusier’s earlier 
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ship references mainly in the design of the rear façade of the museum that strongly 

resembles a boat.  We find an open deck that protrudes from the façade; it runs 

approximately one-fifth of the length of the building (fig. 22).  The deck also has proper 

ship railing surrounding it, and it is covered with a titanium-clad canopy.  Furthermore, 

the canopy is in the shape of an errant canvas sail, flying horizontally, loose from its 

mast.  This is an outdoor area where visitors can view the museum’s surroundings, 

including the reflecting pool with moving water, and the river next to it.  When visitors are 

on the deck and the water is moving, it appears that the museum is moving along the 

water.   

Other homages to Le Corbusier can be found on the exterior of the museum.   

Gehry employed rectangular stone panels at the base of the Guggenheim and as facing 

on several of the massed forms.  The rectangular stone panels echo the size of the 

béton brut panels of Le Corbusier’s early works, such as found in the Pavilion Suisse, a 

student dormitory on the Cité Universitaire, Paris (1930-31) (fig. 23).  Gehry incorporates 

Le Corbusier’s subversive use of molded concrete and transcends it.  While Le 

Corbusier’s intention was to have the molded concrete panels subvert the idea of 

dressed stone, Gehry employed his titanium cladding in much the same manner.  Le 

Corbusier’s subversion was in two parts.  First, he referred to the chiselling marks a 

stonemason would have carved by not filling in the edges of the panels created by 

wooden molds.  Secondly, Le Corbusier left visible the rough, wooden mold marks in the 

surface of the concrete (fig. 24).  Simultaneously referencing both the idea of the 

presence of a craftsman (concrete pourer) and the absence of craftsman (stonemason) 

Le Corbusier established one of numerous subtle subversions that Gehry would explore.   

At the Guggenheim, Gehry references Le Corbusier’s béton brut panels, but here 

he placed them longitudinally rather than vertically and he hung them on a frame.  

Gehry’s stone panels are cleanly dressed and meticulously installed, in accordance with 

Le Corbusier’s fastidious attention to details.52  However, where Le Corbusier has 

wooden mold marks metaphorically representing a stonemason’s drafting, Gehry has 

nothing.  The absence of the stonemason is taken to its limit.  Presence, in terms of 

understanding former processes, is signified by absence.  The spaces between the 

panels are a slim void.  It appears as though the stone floats on the side of the building, 

negating the weight of the stone.   
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Gehry continues this method with the rectangular titanium panels.  They are a 

new material, just as the molded concrete of the Pavilion Suisse was in the 1920-30s.  In 

both cases, however, the molding processes are visually denied by signs of 

handcrafting.  In fact, the thin titanium panels were hand-bent by workmen over a 

stabilizing frame.  Pliers in hand, the workmen folded the thin titanium onto a frame.  

Then they attached each frame directly to a steel grid with clips.  These panels are a 

reconciliation of direct opposites.   Due to the elite metal, they are a marker of 

technology but are applied in an old-fashioned, handcrafted method, panel by panel, so 

that from a distance, the panels resemble quilting.  Ironically, one of the most vanguard 

of materials is treated as one of the oldest craft forms.  Furthermore, the titanium is so 

thin (one-third of a millimeter thick—.013 of an inch) that when the wind blows, the 

membrane-like panels react, billowing slightly.  This may be a metaphor for the billowing 

sails of a ship.  Not immediately apparent, this action results in reflective changes as the 

light-reflecting panels alternate between concave and convex.   

The constant interplay between concave and convex is also seen in the titanium-

clad walls.  While the visitor may be able to derive comfort in understanding the cave 

orientation of the museum’s subterranean entrance, he will likely experience discomfort 

from the walls surrounding it.  Tumbling titanium forms, with tilting panels, seem to be 

tossed about, precariously turned on edge.  In historical terms, the titanium walls at the 

entrance of the Guggenheim Bilbao have a close formal relationship with the visual 

dynamics of Cubist and Russian Constructivist work.  Both styles can be formally 

discerned at the Guggenheim Bilbao (fig. 25).  While the Cubists were primarily 

influenced by newly-minted concepts of space and time, the Russian Constructivists 

were largely concerned with expressing Lenin’s political messages for a new Russia.  

While both the Cubists and the Russian Constructivists were more successful in 

accomplishing their ideas through painting, as opposed to architecture, we find that 

Gehry incorporated elements of both historic styles.  A visual analysis of the 

Guggenheim Bilbao reveals that Gehry manifested in three dimensions what Cubists 

were representing in two-dimensional painting.  Due to its multi-faceted façade, which 

seemingly represents all sides of a building at once, the museum is a panoramic 

architectural interpretation of the idea of simultaneity.  Gehry’s jumble of forms seem as 

incongruent as viewing both sides of an object at the same time.  Yet, his architectural 

version of simultaneity is akin to that found in painting, such as the figure of the 
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crouching woman present in Pablo Picasso’s Les demoiselles d’Avignon (1907), wherein 

we see both her face and back.  Even the Cubists’ lines of passage, such as found in 

Braque’s Analytical Cubist painting, The Portugese (1912) can be understood in the 

exposed portions of the Guggenheim’s steel skeleton as it leans, dips, tilts, and pushes 

forward, slicing through several planes at once.   

Further associations with Cubism can be discerned in the glazing, where we see 

levels of passage due to the reflection of the diagonally-cut glass panels onto one 

another (fig. 26).  The lines seem to intersect one another, establishing another plane.  

Gehry cut many glass panels on the diagonal in order to manipulate them into a 

distorted frame.  He accomplished a sculptural molded glass appearance by cutting the 

panes and angling them within a framework that is not planar.  He then placed this frame 

next to another at an angle, which causes the glazing to have a folded appearance.  

Since the glazing is a highly reflective surface, the viewer sees both the real and the 

reflected lines where the glazing has been juxtaposed.  Additionally, Gehry uses the 

reflective nature of the titanium panels to reflect their grid-lines onto the glass panels that 

are contorted; and, in reverse, the glazing lines are reflected onto the metal.  A continual 

movement of line superimposed upon line occurs as the ambient light shifts.  The 

layering of diagonal on top of diagonal crosses one another producing the fragmented 

and fractured look of a Cubist painting.  Not withstanding the existence of Cubist 

architecture, primarily French and Czechoslovakian, this museum is the first to formally 

represent Cubism as integrated architecture. 

French Cubist architecture, if it ever really existed, has been described or 

dismissed by critics as largely decorative.  Raymond Duchamp-Villon’s model for Maison 

Cubiste (1912), displayed at the Salon d’automne, is the most cited example (fig. 27).  

Not built, it served as an experimental model for the idea of Cubist architecture.  One 

explanation regarding the lack of Cubist architecture involves the lack of technological 

means to easily or economically distort forms beyond the surfaces of the buildings.  The 

artist/architects had difficulty reconciling the intrinsic nature of architecture as a 

functioning edifice with the creation of a progressive style intended to reflect a break with 

the past.  Following the example of the earlier Art Nouveau artists, Raymond Duchamp-

Villon, who was an artist/architect/designer, created in the Maison Cubiste as a 

gesamtkunstwerk, creating interiors and decorative objects as part of the total design.53  

The issue of true French Cubist architecture remains a problematic one.   
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Czechoslovakian Cubism, particularly the works of Josef Chochol, attempted to establish 

a theoretical base for Cubist architecture, but succeeded in realizing only a few 

buildings.  Notably among them is Chochol’s design for a Villa, Prague (1913) (fig. 28).  

Chochol, who was strongly anti-decoration, expressed a desire to create wholly new, 

easily identifiable forms, not simply decoration.  He wrote in “The Function of the 

Architectural Detail,”  

We are enthusiastic about total form, felt and presented with excitement, 
form that is all-encompassing and has a total and instant effect. . . .Just 
as modern technical means enable us to glance quickly across a 
landscape and gain an extraordinarily concentrated and synthetic sense 
of it; we also try to reach the sense of this speed, even instantaneity, in 
synthetically rendered work.54 

 

Chochol, apparently influenced by the Italian Futurists, designed and built more Cubist 

buildings than any other architect.  Yet, these were barely more than superficially Cubist.  

Chochol’s Cubism appeared in the geometric manipulation of the surfaces of his 

buildings.  Rigidly geometric, his Villa employs splayed windows and an upper register 

that echoes columns with triangulated capitals.  And even though his Cubist references 

are part of the construction process, not applied decoration, they still read as superficial.  

While Chochol’s Villa is moderately sculptural, it still appears to be a large, blocky two-

story domestic building.  The Cubist idiom is largely conveyed through Chochol’s non-

structural geometric elements. 

  While the Guggenheim Bilbao does display painterly Cubist qualities, particularly 

in its diagonally-cut glazing, it also has Constructivist associations which are easily 

understood through its frank industrial materials.  Exposed metals and glazed panels, 

attached with powerful hardware, appear to float on top of steel frames, and openly state 

their industrial origins.  We see unframed edges of glazing, bolts, screws, nuts, struts, 

and steel.  These materials are the very same that the Constructivists chose to use as 

signifiers of a new industrial era in Russia.   In 1917, the Constructivists were given the 

task of building a new Russia—that of the United Soviet Socialist Republic—after 

revolution, civil war, and World War I had decimated their country.  Even though they 

were encouraged to dream big and build even bigger, they did not have the economic 

means to do so.  Most projects remained on paper.  The Constructivists were able to 

accomplish far more on a smaller scale, in sculpture, than they were able to do in 

architecture.  Their sculpture celebrated the shift to an industrial world with their use of 
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unfinished construction materials, which were left exposed so as to reveal their true 

origins.  It is that incipient industrialized world of Europe that Gehry’s Guggenheim 

leaves behind. 

While displaying tendencies of both the Cubist and Constructivist styles, Gehry 

also incorporates elements from Deconstructionism.  Deconstructivism, as an 

architectural style, gained popularity when architectural critics, such as Charles Jencks, 

seized upon the literary term “deconstruction, “ coined by French philosopher, Jacques 

Derrida, and applied it to architecture.  This occurred approximately the same time that 

Gehry was remodeling his house in Santa Monica (1977-78) (fig. 29).  Jencks, among 

others, such as the architect and theoretician Peter Eisenman, applied the literary term 

to the style, content, and contextualization of buildings.  Central to the understanding of 

Deconstructionist work is that the architect is generally refuting the humanist qualities 

found in Renaissance architecture, established as early as Leon Battista Alberti in De re 

aedificatoria libri X, conceived in 1430s.  Specifically, the Deconstructivists emphasize 

distorting the centrality of architecture, wherein an architect, as creator, has established 

a defined meaning for the object.  In the instance of the humanist architectural approach, 

the creator assigns a narrative to the building, much like an author would a book.  The 

Deconstructivists substitute individualized meaning with a memory of site and multivalent 

interpretations of materials and forms. Therefore, each viewer, through his individualized 

interpretation, brings context to the construction.  For example, a bank would not have to 

be built in a Classical Style to impart stability and power.  Stability and power may be 

conveyed through materials, forms, or setting, rather than Classical form.  Furthermore, 

the humanists would implement human proportions, balance, and symmetry in their 

architecture.  They impart the ideas of an ordered universe, with man as central.  The 

Deconstructivists chose to dispel universally-accepted myths of architecture and 

architecture’s place in society by distorting scale, proportion, balance, symmetry.  Forms 

may seem to teeter, and display disjunctive discord in materials and scale with adjacent 

forms.  The Deconstructivists wish to show the world as up-ended, decentered, chaotic, 

and filled with individualized interpretations.  They would maintain that they produce an 

inclusive architecture, as opposed to earlier styles that were based on exclusive 

agendas. 

Jencks noted Gehry’s ability to decenter the viewer by distorting the traditional 

symmetry of a building and in part, this is what earned Gehry the title of 
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Deconstructivist.55 In the following section, I provide a theoretical reading of the building 

that employs the use of Derrida’s term deconstruction.  However, for the sake of this 

historicist stylistic analysis, the term Deconstructivist applies to the techniques that 

Gehry used to destabilize the environment, forcing the visitor to question or examine his 

participation.  The atrium and nearly all of the façades of the Guggenheim represent 

Deconstructivism in this manner. Both the entrance and the atrium of the Guggenheim 

Bilbao perform the task of physicially decentering the viewer.  For example, the entrance 

of the Guggenheim Bilbao is both subterranean and is flanked by tilting and bulging 

walls of various materials.  The entrance represents a break with the conventional past, 

such as a raised platform, thereby disturbing the complacency of the visitor.  The same 

ideas apply to the walls.  Imagine being surrounded by unstable-looking forms as you 

descend down the stairs into what appears to be a dark underground opening.  

Furthermore, the seemingly unstable three-story-high walls loom above.   

 One last overt historical reference that appears on the exterior must be 

acknowledged.  Gehry’s use of High-Tech style is clearly seen in the exposed metal 

forms and floating glass panels fixed with exposed hardware on the exterior, as well as 

in similar features previously discussed in the atrium.  With this act, Gehry placed the 

exterior of the Guggenheim Bilbao not only in the previously Russian Constructivist 

lineage, but also the lineage of High-Tech architecture.  However, the similarities 

between the two styles cease with the use of industrial materials.  In terms of exterior 

form, Rogers’ and Foster’s High-Tech constructions are rigidly mechanical, exhibiting all 

of the qualities of riveted, static construction.  Conversely, the Guggenheim Bilbao is a 

grouping of metallic, light-reflecting forms that seem to be in constant motion.  As we 

continue our examination of the Guggenheim, we see that Gehry has fused numerous 

styles to create the exterior of the Guggenheim Bilbao.  Cubism, Russian 

Constructivism, High-Tech, and Deconstructivism are all represented here to some 

degree, yet no one style predominates.  This extensive combining of previously 

disparate styles through their identifying elements, offers the viewer a new style.  

However, Gehry’s work at the Guggenheim Bilbao is a new style, not just 

because selectively appropriated elements were reformed and recombined, but because 

the museum as a whole was created through computerized means.  The fact that the 

Guggenheim Museum Bilbao was created with the design assistance of the computer 

and CATIA as a tool, not a template, forces the building to occupy a new position in 
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architectural history—a new style—Techno-Morphism.  This term indicates that the 

architect designed with technological means, constructed with technology, and the 

subsequent form is technological in appearance.  Further discussion of Techno-

Morphism follows in Chapter Four, E-Technology and The New Paradigm.  

 

Theoretical Reading of the New Style 

In the following discussion, I maintain that Gehry’s Guggenheim museum has 

post-structuralist theoretical underpinnings, which firmly place it in our post-industrial 

era.   While Gehry would insist that he did not consciously assume a theoretical position, 

he is well-read and aware of contemporary theoretical writings.  The primary theoretical 

concept that can be applied to the Guggenheim Bilbao is that of ”deconstruction” and 

“Differánce” derived from the poststructuralist theories of Derrida.   Derrida maintained 

that social conventions and hierarchies should be analyzed or disassembled to 

understand the paradoxes behind the constructs.  Derrida also wrote about architecture, 

postulating that architecture only metaphorically resembles his theory.  He wrote that 

“Architectural thinking can only be de-constructivist in the following sense: as an attempt 

to visualize that which establishes the authority of the architectural concatenation in 

philosophy.”56  Therefore, architectural theory can be deconstructivist, but the building 

itself can only serve as a metaphor for (an attempt to visualize) those theories.   

Derrida’s restrictions notwithstanding, Deconstructivist architects generally follow 

his theoretical ideas of deconstructionism and can be placed within the larger scope of 

poststructuralist theory.  As poststructuralists, they feel a responsibility to critique both 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries’ postulations of meaning as based on empirical 

study.  Fundamental to poststructuralists’ debate is the inquiry focusing on “what is 

meaning and what are the origins of meaning?”  Derrida’s coined the term 

“deconstruction” for his theory wherein value-laden hierarchies are exposed through 

analysis for their inherent meanings.  He then reveals their arbitrariness, which then 

leaves only differences.  Derrida brings forth issues that he terms “slippage,” 

“discontinuity,” “fragmentation,” and “shifting boundaries” as part of his deconstruction 

theory.  All of these ideas can be found at the Guggenheim Bilbao.  First, in the 

discontinuity and destabilization of the museum’s forms, and second, in Gehry’s 

subversion of the traditional placement of architectural forms and elements.   A Derridian 

reading of the Guggenheim would have us consider the destabilizing components of 
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Gehry’s design a “deconstruction,” wherein the architect has examined the socio-cultural 

power structures of traditional architecture, and exposes the arbitrary meanings behind 

them.  In the following examples, I will examine how the theories are part of the 

Guggenheim’s style, and reciprocally, how the style is an intrinsic component of the 

theory. 

Deconstruction, as a theoretical position, can be found at the Guggenheim Bilbao 

in the extreme destabilization of forms, and disjunctive quality of materials.  When 

viewing any façade, the viewer is challenged by the odd juxtaposition of materials and 

unidentifiable forms that suggest the dissipation of the building.  The aforementioned 

tilting, discontinuous, titanium walls are routinely interrupted by seemingly precariously 

placed glazed panels that zigzag in and out.  Leaning and apparently unstable, these 

fractured wall surfaces demand attention.  The Deconstructive style is supposed to 

break with humanism, as understood by the concept of man as the center of the 

universe.  In this building, the decentering requires visitors to find new meaning in their 

physical surroundings.  Ironically, this discordant style makes people focus more on their 

place in the world, because they feel uncomfortable.   Because Gehry’s Guggenheim 

Museum consistently challenges conventional ideas about museums and traditional 

ideas of architecture, the building can be understood as Derrida’s deconstruction.  For 

example, Gehry immediately announced a decentering experience to the visitor by 

submerging the entrance and placing the viewer in what appears to be an unstable, 

unfamiliar setting.  Discontinuity is present in the colliding and fragmented forms while 

disjunctive materials flank and frame the lower-level entrance.  Breaking with the 

continuity of formerly accepted architectural conventions, such as a proper nineteenth-

century entrance, and subverting tradition, he does not eradicate meaning.  But, Gehry 

shifts traditionally accepted museum entrances from the current past to the ancient past.  

Gehry gives primacy to the area’s history as a site of Paleolithic art.  

Other deconstructive concepts are equally as important at the Guggenheim 

Museum.  In the atrium, Gehry transforms column capitals into references to capitals, 

stripping them of form, but leaving their concepts (fig. 19).  The traditional object 

becomes the abstracted idea of the object.  He thereby deconstructs the traditional form 

of a capital and concurrently objectifies the abstracted concept.  The abstracted concept 

is manifested as an amorphous shape.  In essence, all that exists in Gehry’s capitals is 

the idea, which returns power to its primal origins.  When viewed from above, it is 
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apparent that the capitals/non-capitals dominate the highly sculptural atrium.  However, 

when viewed from floor level, the dramatically molded atrium is a discontinuous space, 

one that decenters the viewer.  By comparison to its design influence, Chartres 

Cathedral, the Guggenheim’s atrium uses light to draw the eye upward.  At Chartres, 

light was understood as being Divine, but stone vaulting precluded the visitor from being 

able to see the light descending from above.  Stained glass windows were used to bring 

light into the interiors.57  In the Guggenheim’s atrium, Gehry makes visual the abstract 

idea of divinity found in Gothic cathedrals, by allowing the light to penetrate and fill the 

interior.  Whether Gehry is making a deliberate association, with his light-filled atrium, to 

a museum as a cathedral of art—a new place of pilgrimage—is unknown.  Numerous 

writers have used the term “cathedral of art” while referring to twentieth century 

museums, both before and after the Guggenheim’s inception.  Regardless of his intent, 

Gehry’s referential use of light in the atrium may be read as a deconstruction of the 

museum’s power in supplanting the position of cathedrals in the worlds of either 

pilgrimage or tourism. 

In spite of all of the destabilization and decentering found in the deconstructive 

qualities at the Guggenheim Bilbao, there is a component of the museum complex that is 

simultaneously unstable and stable.  A cylindrical blue section of the building, housing 

administrative offices and a library, advances most closesly to the main street (fig. 30).  

The flat, matte blue chroma seems out of place even by Gehry’s standards, until the 

viewer glances diagonally across the street. A typical nineteenth-century red-brick 

building, wrapping around the corner, stands in counter-balance.  The two rounded 

structures, equal in visual weight, but not true height, are in architectural accord.  The 

blue shingling which covers Gehry’s cylinder serves as an interesting completion of a 

primary color triad fashioned by the golden stone plaza and base of the museum and the 

accompanying red brick of the museum’s neighbor.  Upon close inspection of the blue 

section, one can see that the windows repeat the regularity of the fenestration on the red 

brick building, and that of others nearby.  Furthermore, by being triple-paneled, the 

windows repeat the scale and proportion of those found on several of the neighboring 

buildings.  Gehry recessed his windows into the curvature of building section, but 

increased the depth of the window framing on the fenestration closest to the ground.  

Much like the Greeks’ use of optical illusions to balance out the curved building site of 

the Parthenon, Gehry used optical tricks to keep his cylindrical form from appearing to 
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tilt.  The unusual flat color and the odd fenestration differ markedly from the rest of the 

building. But when considered in the context of their position on the site, each unstable 

or discontinuous element makes a reference to the site and therefore, is a stabilizing 

factor. 

This building also represents Derrida’s theory of differences.  As Derrida 

contends, each thing that exists does so in reference/deference to another thing, 

therefore, only differences exist.58  Given the previously mentioned differences in 

materials and their odd juxtapositions, and their fragmented as well as their unnatural 

shapes, the building appears to be in a constant state of change.  Light and its perpetual 

changing is perhaps the most striking natural element at the museum site.  The building 

physically transforms with each shift in light and, therefore, is in a constant state of visual  

metamorphosis.  No other building has had the ability to so completely transmute its 

physical presence.  Dawn to dusk, the light shifts with each passing hour and with each 

passing day; everyday natural light continually creates a new color palette at the 

Guggenheim Museum.  Reds, blues, greens, pinks, and gold are all part of the ever-

changing palette.  As the seasons and the atmospheric mist change, light and reflected 

light bounce from the water features and river, creating a variety of hues reflecting off the 

cladding.  The only constant to be found here is change—perpetual difference.  A 

constant variation of itself, in relationship to itself, the museum both differs and defers.  

From the titanium cladding to the origami-like, glass-screen walls, all of the reflective 

surfaces superimpose layers of reflection that shift and vary in intensity and position as 

the light changes on the building.  In the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum, Gehry has 

presented a continual state of differences. 

 

Conclusion 

If we learn anything at the Guggenheim Bilbao about a new style, it must be 

gleaned from the understanding that Gehry has created a panorama of unusual 

architectural codes.  The new style is dependent on an amalgamation of components 

Gehry delivered in an unprecedented fashion.  We find references to Medieval, 

Renaissance, Baroque, and several versions of nineteenth-and twentieth-century 

modernism at the Guggenheim Bilbao.  He used subversion, playfulness, drama, and 

downright theatrics in this museum.  Yet, his historic quotations are not literal, nor are 

they pastiched; instead they are fused into a new style.  Historicist elements have been 
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transformed into unprecedented forms.  Materials have been used in unprecedented 

fashion.  Because it is a palimpsest of history, the building serves as a microcosmic 

representation of an urban setting.  Yet, it references not only a conflation of time and 

styles, but its technological demeanor references a global future. Through its materials 

and forms, the building subsumes technology into architecture.  Nothing built before it 

looks like it, nor contains the amount of history and transformation of history that the 

Guggenheim Bilbao does.  Furthermore, the new style represents the transformative use 

of technology which marks the shifting paradigm.  As noteworthy as it is, Gehry’s 

Guggenheim was preceded by several other buildings by him that facilitated or informed 

the Guggenheim Bilbao.  These buildings by Gehry represent the earlier influences on 

Gehry’s life and work and are discussed in the following chapter, The End of 

Industrialism. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 THE END OF INDUSTRIALISM 

 

 

 

Because Gehry’s Guggenheim Bilbao includes numerous architectural elements 

found in previous eras, it represents the idea of “inclusiveness” which immediately 

distances the building from modernist tendencies and encumbered ideas of “exclusivity.”  

However, inclusion is not the sole designator of a post-industrial style in architecture 

found at the Guggenheim Museum.  I suggest that the museum’s design, construction, 

subsequent style, and theoretical underpinnings all contribute to the fact that the 

Guggenheim Bilbao is the first fully integrated post-industrial building.  As such, it is the 

first construction to close the chapter on early twentieth century modernist style.   

To date, no author has addressed the concept that Gehry’s Guggenheim settles 

the early modernists’ issues brought forth in the early years of the technologically-driven 

twentieth century.  I propose to use 1914 Deutscher Werkbund debate which serves as 

a codifying art and architectural document to demonstrate that Gehry effectively resolves 

the issues of industry versus art which stymied the early modernists.  Additionally, only 

Charles Jencks in The New Paradigm in Architecture: The Language of Post-Modernism 

(2002), begins to posit Gehry’s Guggenheim as being past Modernism.  He presents 

Gehry as a participant in a new paradigm that he defines as being a part of an all 

encompassing view of contemporary architecture.  Furthermore, Jencks continues to 

promote his view that we are still participating in a Post-Modernist style.  Jencks fails to 

mention that Gehry has made the transition from industrial technology into e-technology, 

thereby representing our current society.  I propose that it is Gehry’s Guggenheim that 

takes us into a true post-industrial architecture, leaving Modernism and Post-Modernism 

behind. 

In order to understand when Gehry departed from the world of Modernist and 

Post-Modernist architecture, we must begin with an analysis of a few of his earlier works.  
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His breakthrough building was his own house in Santa Monica (1977-78).  This is the 

building that represents his split from the Modernist style.  With the remodeling of his 

own house, Gehry entered the realm of being a Deconstructivist, implementing post-

structuralist concepts in his architecture.  Yet, subsequent constructions, notably the 

American Center in Paris (1988-1994) and The Frederick R. Weisman Art and Teaching 

Museum at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis (1990-1993) were only vestigially 

Deconstructivist.  They each display a merging of his former Modernist style with his 

more recent Deconstructivist style.  However, they both serve as models for the 

Guggenheim.  Therefore, we will examine each of them in some depth before 

proceeding to the Guggenheim Bilbao and the end of industrialism. 

 

The Architect’s House  

The architect’s house in Santa Monica, California (1977-78) is an early example 

of his unfinished style and I propose that it serves as a theoretical model for all of his 

subsequent work (fig. 29).  I offer here a “deconstructivist” reading of his house because 

it reinforces the ideas we have already seen him use in the Guggenheim.  Furthermore, 

the reading reveals Gehry’s break with Modernist style and principles.   

This seemingly quixotic building gained him recognition as a Deconstructivist.  

Critics were eager to apply the term deconstruction to his house, due to its disheveled 

appearance, even though they were hesitant about what he was doing, or why.  Today 

Gehry will say that his original “cute little house,” a two-story pink bungalow from the 

1920s, was not his taste, but his second wife Berta’s.  According to Gehry, he and his 

first wife, Anita divorced in 1966 over a “conflict of egos;” he remarried in 1976.  The 

financially astute Berta Isabel Aguilera is a Panamanian émigré with whom he has had 

two sons.59  Gehry maintains that he hated the “cutsey, pink” house, but bought it to 

please her.  As he explored the possibilities of altering it, Gehry decided to use 

examples of what he saw in everyone else’s backyard.  Gehry essentially quoted his 

neighbors, but altered that quotation by placing disjunctive materials, textures, and forms 

together to form a whole.  The raw chain link fence and unfinished sheet plywood, for 

example, could be found in several of his neighbor’s yards.  He simply took the same 

materials that one sees everyday and relocated them to unseemly places, which gave 

them new assignments.  Critics attached the label Deconstructionist, meaning an 

architect who practices Deconstructionism, to Gehry because of the anti-aesthetic, 
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disjunctive association of odd materials in incongruent places.  Immediately understood 

as a style contrary to both Renaissance and Modernism, his house quickly became a 

study in the architectural style of Deconstructionism.   

Upon examination, I noticed several components of Gehry’s house that serve as 

metaphors for Derrida’s deconstructionist theories.  Gehry does not comment on the 

renovation of his house—beyond explaining that he freely used his neighbor’s materials.  

While not admitting to having read Derrida, Gehry used numerous elements of Derrida’s 

theories, including “trace,” Différance, “slippage,” and “interiority/exteriority.”   

Trace is the first element of Derrida that Gehry employed.  Trace, as advanced 

by Derrida, refers to the understanding of a site with the inclusion of the memory of what 

was formerly present.60  Used as a contextual device, trace is often referred to as 

memory trace or trace memory by architects.  Previous history may be alluded to or 

vestigial.  Gehry did not completely tear down or remodel the two story pink clapboard 

1920s house—he only altered certain portions of it.  He enveloped three sides of the old 

house and cut openings in the new façades at strategic places.  Therefore, the old 

house can be partially glimpsed through the screen of the new envelope.  A viewer is 

able to see what the site once was.  This vestige of a house can be read theoretically as 

“trace.”  Gehry lets the viewer see the material or architectural history of the site and 

refers to it as part of the passing of time.  His house reflects the history of the site much 

like the palimpsest frescoed walls in Italian churches, such as Sta Maria Antiqua (e.7th 

century-1068) in Rome, wherein at least three centuries of paintings and frescoes dating 

to Early Christianity can be viewed in flaking layers of images.  This church is one of 

hundreds in Italy wherein the images are simply layered metaphors of time.  Gehry 

would have also experienced palimpsests during his sojourn in Paris, where he would 

have seen scraps of layered posters on kiosks in Paris.  Similar to a construction site 

where walls with occasional peep-holes are set up for the curious passerby, Gehry’s 

house references the ongoing growth or progress of his house and perhaps 

metaphorically, himself.  Gehry merges the reference of time, memory, and the original 

building, while bringing all of it into the present.   

Another of Derrida’s deconstruction concepts can be understood through Gehry’s 

employment of disparate building elements and materials to which he assigns new 

positions or meanings.  Gehry’s use of blatantly different elements, left exposed and 

juxtaposed as seemingly unrelated, except through their construction qualities, relates to 
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Derrida’s concept of Différance, that “all is differing and deferring.”61  It is through 

Différance that “meaning” is temporally/temporarily achieved.  Meaning pertains to the 

differences between the parts.  These differences establish their distinction in relation to 

each other.  In particular, we see that the renovation materials of Gehry’s house have 

been left unfinished and individually articulated.  The disparate elements have not been 

painted or finished in any manner so as to be combined into an aesthetic whole.  The 

assemblage of unfinished construction materials, traditionally meant to be disguised and 

unified under paint, stain, or a color scheme, allows each of the disjunctive parts to 

remain different.  Each piece of the building continues its life in a pure state of original 

manufacture and represents its origins rather than its conventionally designated 

purpose.  In terms of deferring, we can see this reference in the chain-link fencing on the 

main façade that joins two corrugated metal panels.  In its position, the chain-link may be 

understood as an entrance canopy, but one which defies a canopy’s true purpose—that 

of shielding the inhabitants from inclement weather.  Instead, the chain-link defers its 

conventional function and becomes a symbol that reifies its former usage—that of 

“fencing in.”  Gehry has promoted the inexpensive fencing material to a more hierarchal 

visual position by elevating it to the topmost position of the structure.  Reversing the 

hierarchy of the common materials and deferring their functions are some of the ways 

Gehry established himself as a Deconstructivist architect.  His house opens dialogue for 

a critical analysis of architectural thought in terms of deconstructing the syntax or 

elements of architecture.  In this manner, the house easily serves as a metaphor for 

Derrida’s theories of deconstruction.   

Other Derridian readings are also possible for Gehry’s house, especially the  

ideas of “slippage.”  Slippage refers to what Derrida delineates as the idea of shifting 

realities.62  Gehry uses this concept through the prominent implementation of previously 

unacceptable raw materials, and facilitates their slippage from lower to higher echelon 

by repositioning them.  For example, the corrugated walls are part of the extended 

envelope and flank the unfinished plywood sheeting at the front door.  Generally, 

corrugated metal and plywood sheeting are used for and refer to a temporary structure, 

not a finished house.  Also, on the main façade, Gehry used unsealed concrete block 

and an unfinished plywood platform as the materials with which to officially greet visitors.  

The visitor is confronted by those unrefined materials, which are now transformed or 

have “slipped” into architectural prominence due to their new placement.   
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I want to argue further that Gehry employs Derrida’s deconstruction of the 

Classical ideas of “outside and inside.”  Theorizing that “outside and inside” are in a 

constant state of flux, Derrida requires the reader to examine how cultural structures 

shift over time.  Derrida’s poststructuralist statements are an oppositional response to 

French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss’s assertions of universal mythological order.  

Lévi-Strauss, who defined structuralism, maintained that pre-historical myth is primary to 

the human condition.  As myth is primary, and as myth is pre-historic, it constitutes our 

center.63  Furthermore, Levi-Strauss maintained that myths are so similar they can be 

considered universal; therefore, all mankind shares the same center.  In contrast, 

Derrida argues that the “center” shifts from being an extrinsic structure wherein myth 

precedes culture to becoming intrinsic wherever culture is found.  Thus, Derrida 

completely refutes the thought that all mankind has shared the same fixed core myths 

throughout history, rather each culture creates its own myths.  Derrida’s writings on this 

topic, referred to as those regarding “interiority,” are apparent in Gehry’s work.  The 

architect restructures those elements that were once traditionally interior by prominently 

relocating them on an exterior.  Interiority may be understood as an object either hiding 

beneath something more aesthetically pleasing or as an object located out of sight or 

behind the structure.  Again, in the case of the chain-link fencing and corrugated metal, 

Gehry has displaced those elements that other architects have a tendency to hide, either 

under a finished coat or by remote placement.  Gehry removed the stigma of hidden 

interiority in common materials and exposed them to the public.  The result was a 

subversion of both construction materials and the accompanying socio-cultural power 

structure—thus decentering previous humanist ideals.  Gehry has shifted the power 

structure so that the viewer is confronted by vulgar materials now deemed important and 

exterior.  Furthermore, these common materials may be read as democratic in the sense 

that these materials are identified as cast-offs or debris, often picked up and used by the 

homeless for make-shift temporary shelters.  Gehry revealed the visually undesirable, 

albeit commonplace, building materials that affect all of our lives.  He exposed the 

hidden elements of our homes and, metaphorically, our lives.  The commonplace 

received power and primacy.64  Gehry provided several concepts in his breakthrough 

house, including disjunction, decentering, and site sensitivity, which are later found in the 

Guggenheim Bilbao.  In view of this later achievement, the architect’s house is now 

considered the beginning of Frank Gehry’s career.   
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After his house was “completed” (although he has since renovated and modified 

it at least twice) he had no pending commissions.  Gehry was considered too risky an 

architect to employ.  The unpredictability of his construction led potential clients to 

believe that the architect was capricious, perhaps unstable.  However, time has shown 

that nothing could have been further from the truth.  It is well documented that Gehry has 

always been an architect who listens to his clients, patiently and endlessly. 

In the few small commissions that came his way, Gehry matured in his 

profession and began to incorporate more historical references in his work, merging 

them with his own style.  Unlike the Post-Modernists who blatantly pastiched historical 

references onto their buildings, Gehry absorbed historical elements, transformed them 

and subsumed them into the whole.  As a matter of contrast, we can view Michael 

Graves’ Portland Public Service Building, Portland, Oregon (1980-83) (fig. 31) in which 

we find overt references to the Classical orders and Roman garland.  These elements 

are rendered as flat, cut-out quotations of their original forms. Cleverly superimposed 

onto the façades, Graves’ classical elements are both overtly decorative and obvious  

quotations of his sources.  Conversely, Gehry’s historical quotations are transformed in 

substance and reflective of a subtle awareness of site, purpose, and symbolic function 

within their context.   

 

The Cinematic History Museum 

The Cinematic History Museum, Paris, France (1988-1994) is a fine example of 

Gehry’s intermingling and transformation of historical quotations while honoring the 

importance of a site (fig. 32).  Originally named the American Center, the complex was 

intended to be a venue for expatriate American performers in Paris.65  Gehry wrapped 

his fragmented container in a cream-colored travertine, echoing the façades of the 

museum’s nineteenth-century French Classical neighbors, primarily multi-storeyed 

apartment buildings.  Additionally, Gehry capped his multi-level roofline with sheets of 

silvery blue zinc, a material found in use throughout Paris.  Upon first glance, the 

building tonally merges with its neighborhood.  In terms of form, however, the structure 

demands a second look.  The museum’s main façade faces the Parc Bercy, located near 

the Seine.  The Museum’s orientation is not traditionally French, as the main façade is 

situated diagonally, facing the park, rather than parallel to the street.  Sensitive to the 

regularity of Paris’ nineteenth-century classicism, Gehry concealed the most discordant 
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façade from the street.  The main façade is the most fragmented and discontinuous of 

the façades.  Its fractured forms tilt and tumble, appear precariously placed, and invoke 

a sense of tense energy.  At the same time, Gehry deliberately employs Parisian 

architectural elements on all sides of the building while playfully generating an “American 

interpretation of Paris” in the overall structure.66   

The Cinematic Museum displays elements of both historic and modern 

architecture—intentionally juxtaposed, and in some cases, merged.  For example, Gehry 

uses rectilinear travertine panels which from a distance resemble Le Corbusier’s beton 

brut, present in the Suisse Pavilion, among other sites.67  Gehry invokes Le Corbusier a 

second time with his use of smokestack-shaped volumes on the roof that echo ship 

smokestack forms found at Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye, Poissy, France (1927) (fig. 33) 

and the Unité de Habitation, Marseilles, France, (1954).  Combined with other elements, 

Gehry’s forms serve as buttressing for the roof terraces and provide openings for 

skylights.  Referencing Le Corbusier, Gehry has conjured up the ghost of modernism, 

assiduously avoided by the Post-Modernists.  His transformation of signature elements, 

used by one of the leading European modernists in history, was a blatant statement that 

all periods in history are to be culled.  While quoting Le Corbusier, Gehry also pays 

homage to the museum’s site.  He maintained the mansard roof, shape and scale of 

windows, travertine cladding, and zinc roofing found on the neighboring buildings.  In the 

exterior of the Cinematic Museum, unlike his own house, Gehry employed finely finished 

materials.  This imposed luxury is akin to the early modernists’ work, such as buildings 

created by Alfred Loos and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.  From this point forward, Gehry’s 

sophisticated use of elegant materials would remain in his work.  Using scale, 

proportion, form, and materials, Gehry tightly weaved the museum into the urban fabric 

of the formerly industrial site.  Furthermore, he conflated time periods and styles and 

married them to the site.  This paradox incorporates both historical and anti-historical 

elements of architecture.  Becoming an intrinsic part of Gehry’s idiom, this paradox 

appears in many of his other commissions.  However, nowhere else is it as subtly 

presented as in the Guggenheim Bilbao. 
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The Vila Olimpica Project 

Gehry’s next significant work that informed the Guggenheim Bilbao was his 

1989-92 Vila Olimpica project in Barcelona, Spain.  The portion of the project that is 

most important to the subsequent museum building is a large-scale sculpture of a fish 

(fig. 34).  Gehry maintains that fish shapes have fascinated him since his youth in 

Toronto.  In Barcelona, he was able to appropriately realize the “perfect” shape in a 160 

foot by 100-foot-long woven-metal sculpture.  Serving as a landmark, the sculpture 

established the hotel and retail site of the Olympic Village located on the waterfront.  

Experimental and largely non-functional, the large woven metal fish sculpture still stands 

today.  Most important to this dissertation is that this was the first time Gehry used 

computer software in the construction process.  In order to construct the monumental 

fish-shaped sculpture, Gehry and some of his associates, lead by James Glymph, began 

exploring aeronautic manufacturing software.68  This particular software produces 

designs in three dimensions, rather than with the layered views in two dimensions that 

characterized standard design software.  In Chapter Four I will provide a detailed 

account of the innovative design and manufacturing processes that Gehry and 

Associates employed.  The software program by Daussault Systèmes that made the fish 

design possible was used for every one of Gehry’s subsequent projects begun after 

1992.  During the process of building the Vila Olimpica project, Gehry was also busy 

designing his first-full scale art museum.69  The Frederick R. Weisman Art and Teaching 

Museum at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis (1990-1993) (fig. 35) is vitally 

significant because it serves as the building prototype for the Guggenheim Bilbao.   

 

The Frederick R. Weisman Art and Teaching Museum  

While examining the Weisman Museum as the design predecessor to the 

Guggenheim Bilbao, I discovered several noteworthy similarities between the two 

designs.  Among these similarities are Gehry’s continued implementation of disparate 

materials and forms, particularly interesting site specificity, and a complex program that 

comprised many different functions.  Gehry’s ability to combine contrasting materials can 

be seen on the Weisman Museum’s exterior which is rendered in red brick veneer and 

stainless steel cladding.  On the one hand, the deep-red brick used for the east and 

south façades, is site-specific and matches the surrounding campus buildings. On the 

other hand, both the texture and color dramatically contrast with the sharp, crisply 
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reflective, metal cladding used for the remaining façades.  Warm and cold colors and 

dark and reflective surfaces appear in a contrasting relationship with one another.  In 

addition to the contrasting colors and textures, Gehry employed some of his now 

signature disjunctive forms on both the western façade and the northern or main façade.  

Both façades appear to be mounds of truncated cones, rectangles, and open curves, 

many appearing as disparate sections of a whole.  Sheathed in stainless-steel cladding, 

the semi-geometric abstract forms diffuse light in varying directions.  Dal Co and Forster 

accurately used the term “cubist configurations” to describe the stainless-steel façade 

components of the Weisman Museum.70  Gehry did not make a subtle transition from 

reflective stainless-steel clad façades to plain brick façades; instead, he exposed the 

differences.  The contrast between the brick and stainless-steel façades is strong.   As a 

result, many critics felt the contrast was too severe to be successful.   

Yet, the dissimilarity of colors, textures, and forms is resolved when the viewer 

realizes the stainless cladding reflects its surroundings—merging the neighboring red- 

brick buildings with the museum.  Using the power of reflective surfaces and the most 

primal of all energy—light, Gehry subsumes the disjunctive parts into a whole.  He 

further enhances the viewer’s awareness of the power of light with his stainless-steel  

reflective surfaces that are placed mainly on the riverside façade.  This site, like the 

subsequent one in Bilbao, Spain, is on a river’s edge and is approached from downtown 

by an interstate roadway and bridge.  There are only a few notable exceptions in the two 

museums’ site similarities.  Unlike the Guggenheim, the Weisman Museum is located on 

a large, sprawling campus that is a conglomeration of building styles ranging from 

university Gothic to pseudo-International style.  The Guggenheim Museum is not 

immediately surrounded by any buildings as it sits on a site that is faced by a major 

boulevard and on three sides is nestled into a curve in the Nérvion River.  At both the 

Guggenheim and the Weisman Museum Gehry cleverly uses the river sites for additional 

reflection.  In the case of the Weisman Museum, it is located on the bank of the 

Mississippi River that flows beneath an approach bridge.  Comparable to his work at the 

Guggenheim, Gehry incorporates the moving water’s reflective qualities into his design 

process.  As the western light falls on the Mississippi River, it is reflected off the surface 

and onto the stainless cladding, and the stainless façade reciprocates.  As found in the 

Guggenheim, Bilbao, the river—another primal force of energy—interacts perpetually 

with the Weisman Museum.  During the winter, the stainless cladding at the Weisman 
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Museum also reflects the blue-grayness found in the deep snow.  With his incorporation 

of direct light, reflective light, and reflective surfaces, Gehry ventured into an area he 

would explore in his next several projects, including most notably, the Guggenheim, 

Bilbao. 

The complex program at the Weisman Museum was on a smaller scale than that 

found later in the Guggenheim, but the two museum programs share numerous 

similarities.  The Weisman Museum was intended as a teaching art museum that houses 

Frederick Weisman’s substantial collection of contemporary art by Frank Stella, Claes 

Oldenburg, James Rosenquist, Andy Warhol, and others.  In addition, it has a ground- 

floor reception area, administrative offices, teaching rooms, an auditorium, print study 

area, and a retail shop.  The entire project was only 41,000 square-feet, and budgeted at 

ten million-five hundred thousand dollars.  The Guggenheim, on the other hand, is a 

public museum, housing a portion of the Guggenheim Foundation’s permanent and 

traveling exhibits.  It also has a ground-floor reception area, administrative offices, an 

auditorium, and a retail shop.  However, the Guggenheim, being a larger-scale urban  

museum project, has a restaurant, two retail shops, an outdoor café, and a library, as 

well as an enormous storage vault.  In contrast to the Weisman Museum, the 

Guggenheim is 265,000 square-feet and cost one hundred-million dollars to build.  Both 

buildings function effectively in terms of their art galleries, although the Weisman leads 

in this regard.  The Weisman is consistently regarded as a beautifully planned and 

executed gallery space.  It is well lit by overhead by skylights, as well as artificial lighting.  

The rooms are serene, perfectly proportioned, and architecturally interesting.  At the 

Guggenheim, Bilbao, the modern art rooms—“the dead artists’ galleries”—are, likewise, 

successful.71  Both sets of galleries were designed by Gehry with respect to Frank 

Lloyd’s work at the Guggenheim, New York.  At the Guggenheim, Bilbao, however, 

Gehry succumbed to prompting by Thomas Krens, and designed the 450-foot-long 

gallery until it became longer than he thought proportionally correct.  The major 

difference between the Weisman Museum and the Guggenheim, however, was to be 

found in building techniques.  For all of its innovative design, the Weisman Museum was 

still representational of industrial impetus found in architecture from the turn of the 

century.  With the Guggenheim Bilbao, Gehry transcended industrially-driven 

architecture and established a break with the industrial past by employing e-technology 

for the museum’s design and construction.    
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The 1914 Deutscher Werkbund Debate 

The Guggenheim Bilbao was created at the end of an industrialized century, which 

during its nascence was described by many architects and theorists as technologically 

determined—an era where industry had paramount value.  Early twentieth-century 

discourse on modern architecture incorporated a biologically-inspired teleological 

argument.  This argument advanced the idea that technology was a part of a pre-

determined continuum that would usher in a perfect new century and new world, solving 

the ills of mankind.  In terms of architecture, the early twentieth century was largely 

defined by its reactionary or ambiguous relationship to mid-nineteenth century 

industrialization.  Therefore, the use of technology became a major topic of debate, one 

fraught with fear of the potentially negative social and cultural changes technology would 

engender.  The important Deutscher Werkbund debate between Herman Muthesius and 

Henry van der Velde, which took place at the 1914 Cologne Exhibition, perhaps best 

epitomizes the growing schism between the artist as creative form-giver and the artist as 

type-object maker.  This historic dialogue became known as the debate of “art versus 

industry.” 

To better understand these fundamental differences within the present context, we 

must briefly explore the history of the Cologne Exhibition and the importance of the 

Werkbund within Germany, then at the early stages of a building an Industriekulture.  As 

an artists’ organization, the Werkbund was the most influential style-setter of modern 

Germany.  Its members were responsible for contributing to the formation of modernist 

theory and practice.  From the turn of the nineteenth century, two prevalent strains of 

modern German architecture existed.  For example, the architect and industrial designer 

Peter Behrens used a reduced Neo-classical style that reflected influences derived from 

Imperial architect Karl Schinkel.   Schinkel’s style, as evidenced in his Altes Museum, 

Berlin (1824-1828) (fig. 36), was prevalent throughout Berlin where Behrens worked.  

Only five years before the Werkbund debate, Behrens completed his most innovative 

work in Germany.   His Allgemeine Electrictät Gesellschaft (AEG) building, Berlin (1909) 

(fig. 37) was a factory for the manufacturing of electric turbines used to power newly 

industrialized Germany.  Neither a Gothic façade, nor a copy of Schinkel’s Neo-Classical 

style, as was commonly used for industrial buildings, the AEG factory was constructed 
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as a machine to produce machines.72  Behrens’ AEG factory was heralded as the most 

innovative building in Berlin.  A quotation by Behrens, which appeared in the Berliner 

Tageblatt, August 29, 1907, immediately following his appointment to the post as AEG’s 

artistic director, indicates his awareness of the complexity of the artistic times.  In it he 

states that the randomness of individual Werkmeisters should be replaced by a new 

manner of design, “following the tendency of the age.”  This would allow for “the most 

intimate union possible between art and industry,” and would displace the need for “the 

imitation . . . of historical styles.”  He further proposed to create new forms, “those forms 

that derive directly from and which correspond to the machine and machine production.”  

Additionally, he stated, “the practical realization of these ideas,” would benefit the 

country by “the conversion of artistic and creative work into material assets.”73  His 

statements reflected the progressive thinking of his era and presaged the already 

fermenting issues of the Werkbund debate.  

 Conversely motivated was Werkbund founder Henry Van der Velde.  Van der 

Velde’s Cologne Werkbund Model Theater Building (1914) was a prime example of an 

expressive style based on the English Arts and Craft Style (fig. 38).  Van der Velde 

favored “one-of-a kind creations,” with distinctive curved surfaces and a high degree of 

plasticity.  However, it was not Behrens, but another of the most dominant and vocal 

Werkbund members who counter-attacked Van der Velde’s ideas of architecture as a 

singular artist endeavor.   It was Hermann Muthesius, who after having served as a 

cultural attaché in England, returned to Germany, becoming one of the founding 

members of the Deutscher Werkbund and called for mechanization in architecture.  As 

part of his earlier assignment, Muthesius studied the effects of the Industrial Revolution 

on art and architecture in England.74  Upon his return, he concluded that German design 

should embrace the machine age and begin the task of standardizing forms for machine 

manufacture.  Furthermore, Muthesius stated that national pride should dictate that 

goods be of fine quality, so as not to “pollute the visual environment.”75  Henry Van de 

Velde, was also influenced by England’s Industrial Revolution, but this time by its most 

vocal opponent—John Ruskin.  Ruskin advocated hand-crafted design for both 

architectural adornment and domestic settings.  While Van de Velde was in agreement 

with Muthesius that mass-produced goods should be of high quality, he felt that 

handcrafting in the English Arts and Crafts tradition was more appropriate for 

establishing a national identity.76 Thus, both powerful Werkbund members agreed that 
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England served as the prototype for future German design and agreed that quality was 

an issue in the production of German goods, but disagreed on whether hand-crafting 

alone or machine-producing should be pursued.  Manufactured goods, however, were 

not the only items under consideration for standardization at the Werkbund exhibition.  

Indeed, the Werkbund members were concerned with architectural issues as well—in 

particular, the social messages inherent within architecture.   

 The early German modernists had a social agenda that arose when a large influx 

of rural poor entered their cities, seeking employment in newly-founded factories.  The 

census in Berlin had tripled during the years 1815-1914.77  Unskilled workers, who 

previously toiled in fields, grew in numbers and were now living in the city near the 

industrialists who owned the factories.  As a result of the close contact, the industrialists 

felt the need to improve the workers’ lives.78  Architects’ and artists’ expounded theories 

that social consciousness could be raised by exposing the working class to a certain 

style of art, and they were determined to produce it.  Behrens, for example, designed his 

AEG factory, with the intention of creating a serious workplace for the factory worker and 

thereby offering the worker a “higher view” of the world.  The newly urbanized factory 

workers surrounded by the monumentality of the building, would thus find some beauty 

during their daily repetitive tasks.  This was related to a “joy in work” theory that reflected 

the lingering influence of the Arts and Crafts movement.  At the same time, the gabled 

barn-like roof of the AEG factory has been seen as Behrens’ response to this rural 

migration.  Architectural critic and historian Kenneth Frampton states that the barn-like 

construction would serve “to restore to factory production that sense of common purpose 

innate in agriculture, a feeling for which the newly urbanized semi-skilled laborer of 

Berlin would supposedly still have a certain nostalgia.”79  

In July of 1914, the two protagonists, polarized by their strong beliefs, eloquently 

stated their cases at the opening conference of the Werkbund exhibition, effectively 

pitting members of the most important artists’ and architects’ organizations against one 

another.  The Werkbund members felt strongly about the issues, debating them at 

length.  For the early German modernists, at risk here was nothing less than the true 

meaning of a modern civilization.   

 Muthesius pled his case for mechanization.  During his study visit to England, he 

became aware of their successful manufacturing prowess and realized that Germany 
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was seriously lagging behind.  If Germany did want to promote the export of their goods, 

then those goods needed to be mass-produced for ease and efficiency.  In architecture, 

Muthesius favored a formulaic approach wherein the architect would use pre-determined 

and mass-produced devices and forms to build.  A forerunner of pre-fabrication in 

housing, Muthesius’ idea was well received by a large contingent of the Werkbund’s 

members.  However, his was not simply a call to arms for economic purposes; 

Muthesius was promoting a universality  in architecture that reflected the historic 

characteristics of “a harmonious culture.”80  He was referring to ancient Greece, which 

the Germans had long considered a cultural zenith.   

 In contrast, Van de Velde’s primary concern was that each construction, or 

object, be one of a kind.  Van de Velde saw the designer/architect as a form-giver, “a 

burning idealist, a free spontaneous creator.”81   Van de Velde’s vision included the 

designer/architect as a rule-breaker.  As an artist, he felt that standardization was too 

restrictive, and discouraged innovation.  The opposing sides both understood the need 

to improve the country’s economics, but could find no resolution to the debate that 

became known as art-versus-industry.   

The Werkbund debate made evident the oppositional discord between art and 

industry more succinctly than any other single event of the twentieth century.  Prior to 

the Guggenheim Bilbao, Gehry’s own statements are revealingly similar to the early 

modernists’ concerns regarding the incorporation of art and industry.  At the time of this 

statement, Gehry had not yet explored the use of computers.   

Architecture must solve complex problems. We must understand and use 
technology, we must create buildings which are safe and dry, respectful 
of context and neighbors, and face all the myriad of issues of social 
responsibility, and even please the client.  But then what? The moment of 
truth, the composition of elements, the selection of forms, scale, 
materials, color, finally, all the same issues facing the painter and the 
sculptor. Architecture is surely an art, and those who practice the art of 
architecture are surely architects.82 

 

After incorporating CATIA, Gehry realized he had found a technological “translator” for 

his artistic designs.  By approaching the use of technology in an artistic manner, and 

conversely, approaching architectural design with a fresh technological foundation, 

Gehry successfully fused art to industry.  Eighty-three years later, Gehry resolved the 

Deutscher Werkbund debate in the Guggenheim Bilbao.  Gehry’s artistic expertise and 
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the technological advances of the post-industrial era provided the necessary 

components for him to find a resolution to the fundamental issues that perplexed and 

divided early modern architects.   

 

Conclusion 

Following the critical success of the Weisman Museum and the subsequent 

Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain, Gehry’s name became internationally 

recognizable.  I have demonstrated that the Guggenheim Bilbao, while primarily 

appreciated for its unique design, represents far more than a return to expressive 

architecture.  Its design and construction techniques represent the end of architectural 

industrialism and the possibilities of beginning a true post-industrial architecture.  Given 

its e-technological formation, and its divergent style, the Guggenheim Bilbao opens the 

arena for a new style in architecture.  Furthermore, the museum’s technological design, 

construction, and manufacture represent an end to industrially-inspired-and-driven 

architecture.  With the Guggenheim Museum, Gehry effectively incorporated society’s 

new technology, e-technology, and produced an expressive building that could easily be 

replicated.  This constitutes no less than a marriage of art to industry.  He accomplished 

what Van der Velde and Muthesius could not reconcile.  Gehry’s extensive use of e-

technology to design and construct architecture signals the end of industrialism as we 

knew it while heralding in the era of e-technology that pervades our culture.  Gehry’s 

transformation of architectural techniques and practices is discussed in the next chapter, 

as the shifting paradigm. 
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CHAPTER 4 

E-TECHNOLOGY AND THE NEW PARADIGM 

 

 

 

The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain is best known for its remarkable 

appearance with its crescendo of titanium-sheathed indeterminate forms that vacillate 

between glistening and disappearing into the site’s natural surroundings.  Although the 

building’s Techno-morphic style was due to Gehry’s use of a computer and a 

sophisticated software program, the importance of the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, 

Spain was not simply due to the unprecedented form of the building.  I argue that the 

Guggenheim Bilbao also represents a new paradigm in architecture, both historically and 

pedagogically.  In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn asserts the thesis that 

the field of science is consistently dominated by specific paradigms/models, or molds, 

which are traditionally viewed as progressing by steady and slow changes.  This 

component of his argument reflects the basis of scientific inquiry of the technologically–

determined nineteenth century.  However, Kuhn maintains that instead of evolution, it is 

revolution that produces scientific development.  It is Kuhn's goal to change the way that 

science and the history of science are perceived and taught.  In order to fully understand 

how Gehry’s Guggenheim Bilbao represents Kuhn's analysis of shifting paradigms, it is 

first necessary to summarize the basic tenants of Kuhn's theory.  

While Kuhn recognizes that sometimes the accumulation of theories enhances 

the development of normal science in a slow and steady way, he believes that the more 

prevalent cause of scientific development occurs due to revolutions that arise from the 

crises that transpire when anomalies develop that cannot be explained by the existing 

paradigms.  For Kuhn, the result of this is that the existing paradigm is abolished and a 

new one is accepted in place of the old.  It is important to note that Kuhn saw this as a 

cyclic approach by which all the major, significant changes in science develop.83  

Following Kuhn’s definitions of paradigm, I maintain that Gehry’s implementation of 

burgeoning e-technology, represents his incorporation of an evolving technology into a 
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traditional structure, creating an anomaly—the Guggenheim Museum.  Coincidentally, 

Gehry’s unprecedented action promoted another paradigmatical shift—a shift in 

architectural pedagogy. 

I propose that these important paradigm shifts were the direct result of Gehry’s 

development of an integrated artistic and e-technological style appearing in the 

construction of the Guggenheim Bilbao.  This chapter is a discussion of Gehry’s 

experimentation with computer technology, its subsequent use in the building of the 

Guggenheim Museum, and the resulting paradigm shift.  Gehry’s depiction of a post-

industrial society is realized through his use of aeronautic software in both the design 

and the construction phases of the Guggenheim Museum.   

To date, the most significant relevant literature on Gehry’s e-technological 

incorporation is a book by Bruce Lindsey, Digital Gehry: Material Resistance/ Digital 

Construction (2001).  Lindsey, who is an engineering professor, provides clear, concise 

explanations of the complex workings of computer-aided design, engineering, and 

manufacturing.   He establishes the groundwork for understanding Gehry’s atypical 

procedures.  Furthermore, Lindsey’s book verifies the extent to and manner in which 

Gehry utilized the computer, thereby substantiating the fact that Gehry’s methods were 

completely without precedent.  Lindsey also offers great insight into Gehry’s initial 

reluctance to using the computer.  Another important book, Frank Gehry, Architect, 

edited by J. Fiona Ragheb (2001), published for the retrospective exhibit of Gehry’s work 

at the Guggenheim New York (May18-August 26, 2001), provides essays that offer 

analyses of Gehry’s technological impetus, recognizing that Gehry originally saw 

technological means solely as an expressive design solution.  In Gehry Talks: 

Architecture + Process, edited by Mildred Friedman (1999), several authors offer 

discussion of Gehry as a technological innovator.  Their focus, like many others, is 

primarily that Gehry was convinced to try a technological format that at the outset 

seemed to be burdensome.  Additionally, Coojse van Bruggen’s book, Frank O. Gehry: 

Guggenheim Bilbao (1997), which is a detailed chronology of the design and 

construction process of the Guggenheim Bilbao, contains a discussion of the 

technological design and manufacturing processes.  Indeed, it is the e-technological 

formation of the building that has been most widely discussed, but no one advances the 

theory that this technological shift from industrially-driven architecture to e-

technologically-driven architecture reflects contemporary a societal shift.  Furthermore, 
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to date, no author has maintained that Gehry is the first to produce, as well as represent, 

a technological shift in architecture. 

  

Computer Aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application—CATIA  

The shift in paradigm reflected in the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum is a direct 

result of using an aerospace software program.  In the 1960s, the French company, 

Daussault Systèmes, produced a software program designed to construct the complex 

curves of Mirage fighter planes (fig. 39).  Daussault Systèmes named their program 

Computer Aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application; now best known as CATIA.  

Since 1997, when Gehry’s Guggenheim opened, CATIA has become contemporary 

architects’ benchmark of software programs, changing architectural practices and 

pedagogy.  Today, IBM owns Daussault Systèmes, which in 2000, started producing the 

modified aerospace industry software for architects.  Also in 2002, the newly formed 

partnership, Gehry and Partners, became business associates with both IBM and 

Daussault Systèmes.  A branch of the partnership, Gehry Technologies, is dedicated to 

the teaching of practicing architects and servicing the software.  Since most architectural 

firms cannot afford the time and money constraints presented by implementing an 

entirely new designing system, much in terms of design has been left unexplored.  

Gehry Technologies aims to fill the tutorial gap and provide the software services 

necessary for others to design with CATIA.84   

Prior to the use of CATIA in the creation of the Guggenheim Bilbao, architects 

who employed computers for design were viewed with skepticism.  It is well known that 

architects world-wide have used computer software programs since the late 1970s.  

Known as AutoCAD (Automatic Computer Aided Design), these programs were primarily 

used for the creation of rectilinear structures and are historically controversial in terms of 

mediated intuitive design quality.  Seen as both threatening and confining, the use of 

computer software prompted architects to begin serious dialogue on the subject in the 

early 1980s.  Some critics of AutoCAD have viewed the software as not “being forgiving 

enough” and argue that AutoCAD is unable to provide the design malleability that they 

have desired.  For these architects, the quest has been to have a computer aid that 

could translate the more ethereal components of an architect’s hand- sketches into a 

viable design.  Other contemporary architects have questioned the intrinsic interplay of 

an electronic tool, viewing the use of AutoCAD as too easy for an architect to 
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manipulate.  These critics were concerned about upholding certain standards and 

practices as well as losing time-honored traditions of hand-drawing and-drafting.  

Additionally, they had concerns about losing particular skills to a machine which produce 

drawings with the click of a button.  One of the significant issues that AutoCAD critics 

voiced was that of maintaining artistic control over the architect’s design, rather than 

having the software program dictate the design.  Since the late1990s, there are 

programs available that offer greater design freedom than CATIA, such as FormZ and 3-

D Studio, both of which easily handle the creation of “blob architecture” and “fractal 

geometric design.”  Most blob architecture is so named due to its amorphous shapes 

which resemble lumps of unmolded clay.  Fractal geometric architecture results from the 

repetition of organically derived shapes found in nature, such as the crystalline elements 

found in a single snowflake.  The usage of blob and fractal software is gaining in 

popularity, especially among today’s younger architecture students, who are part of our 

proficient computer generation.  However, these programs are largely intended for the 

industrial design market and therefore have architectural limitations not found in CATIA.  

Evidence of ongoing dialogue about computer-aided design can be found in current 

architectural magazines where monthly technological articles and columns are now 

standard.  With Gehry leading (and now teaching) the technological charge for 

architectural design, the field is open for enterprising young architects to take on new 

challenges.  It is this increasing desire for computer-aided design that sustains the 

paradigmatical shift that Gehry initiated in architectural design and pedagogy. 

 

Gehry’s Selection of CATIA Software  

One of the main obstacles between Gehry's design concepts and their 

construction was the act of transforming his fluid, ribbon-like sketches into three-

dimensional shapes.  During the 1980s, Gehry was motivated by the need to be able to 

produce more spontaneous architecture.  He was searching for another method of 

translating his drawings.  He stated: 

Painting had an immediacy which I craved for architecture. I explored the 
processes of raw construction materials to try giving feeling and spirit to 
form. In trying to find the essence of my own expression, I fantasized the 
artist standing before the white canvas deciding what was the first move. I 
called it the moment of truth.85 
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After completing numerous sketches, Gehry would produce physical models.  His staff 

would then carefully measure his hand-crafted models, perform lengthy calculations, and 

prepare multiple sections and plan cuts trying to describe his unusual designs.  

Unfortunately, such drawings are time consuming and costly.  As well, they made the 

shapes seem more complex than they actually were.  Uncertain about how the atypical 

forms could actually be built, contractors often erred in their cost estimates.  Gehry, ever 

concerned about staying within the client's budget, would then compromise his design.  

In 1990, Gehry's staff began seeking computer software that could help produce his 

complex three-dimensional models, yet allow him to continue his model-based design 

process.  

Gehry’s firm, under the guidance of James Glymph, tested a variety of 

architectural software as a means of completing projects more quickly.86 The firm’s first 

experimentation with computers came while designing the large fish sculpture for 

Barcelona for the 1992 Vila Olimpica (fig. 34).  As previously described, the sculpture 

was about 180-feet-long and 115-feet-tall and true to fish form, was characterized by 

complex curves that defy traditional two-dimensional documentation.  Initially modeled in 

wood and metal, its curvilinear surface was ultimately clad in flat, woven, stainless steel 

panels that float above an exposed steel structure.  Gehry was facing severe time 

constraints, because he was allotted only ten months from design to end of construction.  

He supported Glymph’s suggestion that a computerized method may be available that 

could streamline Gehry’s design and fabrication processes.  Initially, their exploration of 

computer technology was intended as a means of quickly communicating Gehry’s 

design to the builders, through computer programs.  A surface model of the fish was 

produced using Alias software and although this representation was visually accurate, 

the software at that time proved limited.  Like most architectural software, Alias defined 

the fish surface as a grid of polygons.  Alias primarily allowed Gehry to design, but not 

construct the form, as it did not have the layering depth and accuracy necessary to 

interface with Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software.87  Glymph knew that the 

aerospace industry had the type of software Gehry needed to complete the project, but 

time was running out.  He contacted IBM and found a consultant to help.  As luck would 

have it, IBM associate Rick Smith was available for outside consulting; his expertise was 

in working with aerospace engineering, specifically CATIA.  
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According to Bruce Lindsey, software such as CATIA, in contrast to Alias, can 

more accurately define surfaces, allowing pinpoint descriptions anywhere on the design.  

In his book, Digital Gehry, Lindsey states that CATIA used a sophisticated form of 

mathematical equations to minutely describe surfaces.88  Furthermore, CATIA has a 

layered component that allows the architect to simultaneously see the outer layers and 

the inner steel core structure of the building.  As a result of the new software, an 

architect or builder can query a CATIA model for the precise location of any point on any 

surface.  More importantly, these descriptors can be electronically transmitted to steel 

fabricators located anywhere in the world.  Gehry’s team of architects created a CATIA 

model of the Barcelona fish, and then they tested the model's accuracy by constructing a 

paper model, with a numerically controlled three-dimensional laser-cutter, directly from 

the computer model.  With only a few modifications, Gehry verified that this new model 

matched his original conception.  Because Gehry did not learn the computer program 

himself, he was constantly monitoring the computer’s renderings and models as 

generated by his staff.  He found it difficult to work at the computer for more than few 

minutes, stating that he can only hold the design for a few minutes in his head, whereas 

he can sustain the physical process of model-making for hours.  If we remember that 

Gehry’s training since the 1950s was primarily a hands-on process, it is easy to 

understand that model making was familiar territory to him.  During his early training in 

ceramics, he learned to hand-mold clay, and later, he built architectural models by hand. 

Construction of the final Barcelona fish sculpture followed with remarkable speed 

and accuracy.  From preliminary design to the completion of construction required only 

about six months, even though the fabricators had tried and failed six times to construct 

the complex sculpture.  At first, Permasteelisa, the Italian form that built the piece, was 

working from drawings, as they had no computer access that could accommodate 

CATIA.  Eventually, Rick Smith flew to Barcelona to show the workmen how to construct 

the sculpture from the exterior inwards; the firm called it “skin in” designing.  When this 

process was successfully demonstrated, Permasteelisa purchased CATIA.  Of the 

thousands of connections, two were off by three millimeters and the rest were perfect.   

For Gehry, an additional bonus gained from the CATIA program was that there 

were few traditionally drafted construction documents or shop drawings.  "Flat drawings 

of curved surfaces can be beautiful," he admits, "but they are deceptive.  With this 

system, you can see how to build it."89  The construction of the fish sculpture convinced 
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Gehry and his associates that CATIA model data could be invaluable in helping to 

fabricate complex forms both quickly and economically.  More importantly, the use of 

CATIA allowed Gehry to explore his artistic roots in a manner previously denied to him.  

He has repeatedly said that "architecture is art" and has been a part of his being for as 

long as he can remember.  For example, Gehry has referred to the early modern 

sculptor Constantin Brancusi when asked about mentors in architecture, stating:  

Actually, I tend to think more in terms of artists like this. He has had more 
influence on my work than most architects. In fact, someone suggested 
that my skyscraper that won a New York competition looked like a 
Brancusi sculpture. I could name Alvar Aalto from the architecture world 
as someone for whom I have great respect, and of course, Philip 
Johnson.90 

 

Based on this statement and visual analogies, it can easily be argued that his fish in 

Barcelona resembles a large-scale Brancusi sculpture, such as Bird in Space (1928). 

  From this starting point at Barcelona’s Vila Olympica, Gehry experimented freely 

with CATIA.  Subsequent designs in which CATIA was used for the early stages range 

from modest to monumental structures: a bus stop in Hanover, Germany (1993), the 

incipient design stages of Walt Disney Concert Hall, Los Angeles (1989-2003) (fig. 40), 

and the Nationale-Netherlanden Building, Prague (1992-96) (fig. 41).  However, Gehry’s 

use of CATIA was put to the most extreme tests and first fully realized at the 

Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao.   

 

The Design Process 

The design process for the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain was similar to 

the Barcelona fish, Hanover Bus Stop, Disney Concert Hall, and Prague projects. 

However, the large scope of the Guggenheim project made a significant difference.  

Gehry, who was reticent about accepting digitally assisted design, moved the firm slowly 

into a digitally supported practice as he began recognizing the enormous benefits of 

computer technology.  At first, the computer workstations had to be closeted away from 

his sight.91 They unnerved him.  It was with great trepidation that he undertook the 

design of the important Guggenheim Bilbao project with the assistance of the computer 

and CATIA.  At first, the firm had only two computers and they were both for accounting 

purposes.  CATIA was installed on an old workstation and Smith had to convince Gehry 

that the software would work for the grandiose project.  Gehry had been repeatedly told 
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in the past that his exuberant, curvilinear designs were unbuildable and now James 

Glyph, the computer-oriented architect, and Rick Smith, the engineer, were telling him 

otherwise.  He did not trust the process and required numerous drawings and models as 

proof, before he would rely on CATIA to do his design translations.  More transition took 

place with the office as Gehry saw the need for his own staff to manipulate the software, 

and custom fit it to his needs.  Other crucial architectural designers versed in e-

technology were hired, who served as in-house project managers.  They communicated 

with the construction principals outside of the firm.  The functioning of the office then 

began to shift, with less paper drawing and more computer models being produced.   

Although the staff began to function differently, Gehry continued designing as he 

always had.  He begins his design process with vibrant sketches, although he refers to 

them as “scratches” (fig. 42).  “I’m looking through the paper to pull out the formal idea; 

it’s like somebody drowning in the paper. And, that’s why I never think of them as 

drawings; I can’t.”92  After he scratches onto paper, he turns to model-making.  Here, the 

architect expresses himself for the first time in three dimensions, usually with paper.  He 

assembles his buildings out of torn paper strips that he tapes and glues together.  This 

origami-related process vestigially appears in many of his finished buildings.  For 

example, at the Guggenheim, the tower’s stone paneling reflects a torn-paper process 

with its seemingly thin, overlapping panels (fig. 10).  Following his preliminary stage of 

paper tearing, Gehry pushes, prods, and moves paper until he is satisfied with the 

overall concept.  Frequently, Gehry continues beyond this initial stage by building his 

own models.  In effect, he sculpts his paper models into traditional models with materials 

such as balsa wood and foam core.  

From model-making in several scales and media, Gehry then has his staff 

digitize a model into the computer.  A digitizing wand is slowly passed along the 

perimeters of the model, feeding the measurements into the CATIA program.  Using 

CATIA to completely define the complex sculptural surfaces of the 460,000 square-foot 

Guggenheim Museum facility was essential in order for the firm to meet the fast-track 

schedule required by the project.  Using lessons learned in previous projects, Gehry 

integrated the application of advanced three-dimensional CATIA models to construction 

and fabrication with the production of more traditional construction documents in 

AutoCAD.  As in previous projects, the three-dimensional CATIA surface model acted as 

the master model for dimensional control.  The AutoCAD models were derived from 
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CATIA geometry that was translated to AutoCAD (fig. 43).  In these illustrations, 

reproduced in Architectural Record on the occasion of the opening of the Guggenheim 

Museum, we find a series of computerized designs, surface models, and models.  

Credited to Frank Gehry and Associates, these designs and models (c. 1993-97) are but 

a mere sampling of the 50,000 drawings created in the design of the Guggenheim 

Bilbao.  These images represent the complex integration of CATIA and AutoCAD which 

had to be implemented in order to facilitate the design process and to satisfy the need 

for quality construction documents.  Here again, it was Glymph who created a process 

that solved the problem.  At the juncture when the selected model was measured with a 

digitizing tool, serious issues regarding construction feasibility were addressed.  

Because CATIA is a program that encompasses Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) 

and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM), as well as Computer Aided Drafting (CAD), it 

has the ability to produce images that indicate where problematic sections or spots 

occur.  For example, if a curve is too sharply defined, or a section will require extra 

thickness, CATIA indicates this in red on the computer screen in what is termed a 

“configured virtual product.”  The “configured virtual product” reveals both subtle and 

significant anomalies in construction and manufacturing techniques.93   

Once each of the distinct pieces of the building was completed in CATIA, it 

became a digital mock-up.  In its digital state, the mock-up containing “solid” surface 

elements was electronically sent to a machine shop.  A scale model was then laser cut 

directly from the CATIA data using foam board material.  Following that, each piece was 

positioned to create a complete computer verification model.  This model was ultimately 

used to confirm the design to the project team.  Regarding this process, Gehry stated: 

This technology provides a way for me to get closer to the craft. In the 
past, there were many layers between my rough sketch and the final 
building, and the feeling of the design could get lost before it reached the 
craftsman. It feels like I've been speaking a foreign language, and now, all 
of a sudden, the craftsman understands me. In this case, the computer is 
not dehumanizing; it's an interpreter.94 

 

While Gehry has not expounded on this statement, we can surmise that he values the 

results of proper communication.  Gehry, who speaks both French and Spanish, seems 

attuned to issues of exact communication whether it be with his clients, his design team, 

or now, his computer. 
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The Construction Process 

 The incipient design stages of the Guggenheim Bilbao comprised hand-drawn 

sketches since CATIA, with limited application, had just been newly introduced to the 

design process.  Because Gehry was unsure of CATIA’s accuracy for so large a project, 

he proceeded with great caution.  When the initial drawings of the museum complex 

were completed, the project had expanded to 460,000 square-feet—an enormous 

increase over Gehry’s previous projects.  At his juncture, Gehry realized the use of 

CATIA would be necessary to complete the project on time.  He began to trust and 

employ CATIA during the crucial model-making stage.  Once he approved a final stage 

design model and his staff digitized it into the computer, he began to understand that 

CATIA was also important to the fabrication process. The digitized model was then 

produced by an automated milling machine (one such model is seen in fig. 43).  Based 

on the digitized model’s dimensions, the automated model became the standard model 

from which Gehry’s staff produced hand drawings.  Easier for him to quickly read, the 

hand drawings were an involved procedure that assured Gehry that he and CATIA were 

in accord.  The software program was remarkable in that it designed the surfaces in 

minute detail and with pinpoint accuracy, and then it calculated the structural 

underpinnings to support such a surface.  Designing from the skin in is not the traditional 

method of architectural construction.  CATIA allowed Gehry to break from the norm and 

more fully express the undulating surfaces he imagined.  As he felt more confident that 

CATIA was the answer to the museum’s complex design, he forged ahead with 

promoting the unusual building to the Spanish contractors consigned for the project.  

Initially, the local contractors stated it was impossible to build and, as a result, the 

Spanish government had to be convinced that the building was buildable.  But, after 

Gehry’s team spent time explaining the fabrication methodologies in detail, the 

government officials began to trust Gehry’s assessment.  This trust can be gauged by 

the fact that groundbreaking took place on October 22, 1993, before the design process 

had been completely worked out.   

  In spite of the extensive use of the computer, the Guggenheim Bilbao still 

required 50,000 drawings for the façade alone to be built.  Sixty-thousand hours of 

computing time was spent, much of it by the Spanish steel fabricators, Urssa, to develop 

shop drawings.95  In terms of structure, there are no two structural components of the 

edifice that are alike.  Each element was specified for its particular location on the 
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building.  The Guggenheim Bilbao Museum’s skeletal system is based on nineteenth-

century iron skeletons but here translated into contorted and twisted steel.  There are 

few straight or parallel lines in the framework (fig. 44).  The framework was pre-

fabricated, measured by computers and cut by computer-guided lasers.  The steel was 

then assembled like a big erector set on the site.  Offset from the framework was a grid 

of splines, which serves as the support for the titanium skin.  Fortunately and 

unexpectedly, the Russians placed a large amount of the metal on the market when they 

needed money quickly for urban renewal projects.  Prior to the titanium purchase, Gehry 

had considered its use for its particular hue that both reflects and absorbs light, and 

subtly transforms color as light varies.  Titanium can also be milled thinner than stainless 

steel, and therefore appears less rigid when applied.  At the beginning of the design 

stages, titanium was too expensive for the large-scale project.  Therefore, Gehry had 

unhappily discarded the idea of titanium and had decided on a stainless-steel cladding, 

that he was trying to treat with various chemicals to dull the bright surface.  After the 

titanium became available at a reduced cost, Gehry employed four different size panels 

on the building.  Having spent the better part of a year on finding the right mix of oils, 

acids, heat, and rollers to press the titanium panels, Gehry was excited to have gotten it 

right.  The titanium, shipped from Russia, was pressed in Pittsburg at a steel mill.  

Regarding the Bilbao project, Gehry spoke about his atypical use of titanium on several 

occasions.  He remarked: 

It’s ironic that the stability given by the stone is false, because stone 
deteriorates in the pollution of our cities, whereas a third of a millimeter of 
titanium is a hundred-year guarantee against city pollution.  We have to 
rethink what represents stability.96 

 

The titanium, like the other materials, was measured and cut with computer 

interfacing.  The Spanish stonecutters also applied computer technology while 

cutting stone for the exterior cladding on the museum floor; they used a 

computer-guided routing machine.  Lindsey states, “the design team jokes that 

the museum was built without a tape measure.”97 
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 The museum cost 100 million dollars to construct.  If it had been handcrafted, it 

would have cost three times that amount.  Most of the exceptional savings was due to 

the preciseness of the pre-calculated materials.  For example, the steel fabrication came 

in eighteen-percent under bid.  Having the exact figures for the required amounts of 

materials and the precise dimensions of each piece, allowed the materials providers to 



bid nearly the exact amount.  No cost overruns occurred due to the use of the computer.  

Throughout the entire project, only two sections of framework had to be refabricated.  

Constructing such a large museum complex on such a small budget is due to the 

computer’s ability to perform tedious calculations with extreme precision.98  The 

construction was not without any problems, however.  After the titanium panels were 

hand-folded over steel frames and attached to the spine, workmen washed them down 

with a weather-proofing chemical.  At some point during the process, workmen used the 

wrong chemicals and some of the panels became darkly stained (fig. 45).  Within a few 

days of the event, Gehry, scheduled to be on site for a routine inspection, was taken to 

see the problem.  He knew he was three days too late to have the panels cleaned, as 

the chemicals had permanently etched into the titanium.     

 

The Shift in Paradigm  

The shift in architectural paradigm at the Guggenheim Bilbao is reflected by a 

shift in style—the two are intertwined.  The building looks technological in style and is 

informed by an unprecedented use of e-technology.  Following Kuhn’s theory of 

paradigm shifts, Gehry introduced a new technology into a traditional mode of 

construction and produced an anomaly.  That anomaly was a revolution in form and 

forced a revolution in thought.  The aberrancy of the Guggenheim in style and 

construction introduced a change in architectural design that comprises a much larger 

concept—that of architecture fully representing society’s transfer from industrial to post-

industrial.  With the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain we see the first architectural 

signifier of the technological shift from industrial to electronic.  Several transpositions 

occur at the Guggenheim.  The museum’s style is an innovative set of ideas constituting 

a new model; it is fabricated with the introduction of e-technological assistance, and 

represents an intellectual change both within architectural pedagogy and society.   

As the twentieth century’s technological resolve melded into a quotidian 

acceptance of things electronic, architecture did not advance to reflect the importance of 

electronic technology (e-technology).  Prior architectural styles exhibited an industrial 

look while claiming to be technological.  For example, the previously discussed High-

Tech style of Richard Rogers and Sir Norman Foster offers the viewer a proliferation of 

steel, cable, and sleekly manufactured industrial materials.  But, the real technology is 

buried within the engineering schema.  Because we accept engineering as technology, 
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we can understand that the buildings in question are Hi-Tech, but their industrial 

appearances are incongruent with their technological conceptual origins.99  In effect, so- 

called Hi-Tech buildings use exposed materials that serve as a symbol (whether 

consciously or unconsciously) of their highly industrial creation and not as a sign of their 

hidden engineering.  A prime example of this paradoxical situation can be found in 

Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers’ Beaubourg Center (more commonly called the 

Georges Pompidou Center) in Paris (1977) (fig. 46).  Generally regarded as 

quintessentially High-Tech style, it symbolically functions as the end of the machine age, 

with its entire industrial mechanism turned inside out and completely apparent to the 

viewer.  The twentieth century’s concern with the machine is fully exposed both 

figuratively and literally in this unique building.   

This is not the case with the Guggenheim Bilbao.  Of importance to us is that 

Gehry’s Guggenheim surpasses the supposed High-Tech style by representing  

e- technology in a commonly understood format.  The viewer recognizes the use of shiny 

metallic paneling, resembling the skin of a rocket ship, as conjuring up visions of 

futuristic worlds.  The colliding, melting forms and sleek double curves found on the 

exterior can also be interpreted as vanguard because prior to this building, they were 

only found in science fiction.  The building gives the appearance of a spacecraft that has 

landed near the river.  The Guggenheim, therefore, suggests what we expect of futuristic 

worlds that are operated with the touch of a button.  Since the 1960s, from the The 

Jetsons to Star Wars, the mass media has emphatically promoted both the city of outer 

space as a possible living domain and the idea of electronic technology as components 

of futuristic worlds.100  In terms of design, the Guggenheim is more closely aligned with 

these futuristic media myths than to the High-Tech designs of the 1970s-80s.  

The Guggenheim Bilbao also more accurately represents a move from a 

manufacturing society to one of data exchange.  Modernism is largely associated with 

technological determinism and, as such, requires a society to manufacture goods for 

consumption.  In America, we are in the throes of a non-manufacturing era.  Numerous 

factories and mills have been shut down, and a major source of income is that of data 

exchange—e-technology.  Manufacturing has been subsumed in our electronically 

driven society of consumer-based data exchange.  It is understood that objects are 

manufactured, not handmade, are of good quality and design, and are for sale.  

Electronic technology, whether for purchase or data exchange, is the new industry.  
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Gehry’s extensive use of this post-manufacturing technology as the source of design 

and construction at the Guggenheim places it within a new socio-cultural category—

post-industrial.  Therefore, Gehry’s use of CATIA, as an e-technology, represents 

technological advancement, while the lack of a T-square and straight edge represent a 

dismissal of industrialization.  Arguably, there are remnants of Modernist style left in the 

Guggenheim Bilbao.  For example, the materials are modern and stand as signifiers of 

industry; however they are designed, measured, cut, and assembled through the 

interfacing of computer technology.  What is important is that software could be 

incorporated so extensively into the design process.  The software and its accompanying 

computers signal the inclusion of technology that has never before existed in 

architectural history.  It is this merging of what is undeniably cutting-edge technology, 

with the ancient art of architecture, which signals irrevocable changes for architectural 

practices. The extensive and intrinsic use of computers and software in the design, 

construction, and manufacture processes of the Guggenheim Bilbao not only announces 

a new style, but a new paradigm as well.   

The journey from Gehry’s mind to the site at Bilbao began with the architect’s 

vision, went through his hands, was translated into computer code, further translated into 

materials, and then assembled as a massive edifice.  The new e-technological paradigm 

is largely derived from Gehry’s reliance on computer code to produce the building.  Once 

he has drawn and sculpted a model, the computer translates that model into code with 

the digitizing wand that feeds the design perimeters into the program.  The computer 

then translates that code into a three-dimensional model on a two-dimensional surface.  

While storing data for the life-size building, the computer stores it in code.  The end of 

the process takes place when the codes are then translated into sections of structural 

and facing materials, such as titanium, stone, glass, and steel.  Those sections were 

laser cut, guided by the program that electronically transmitted the data from Gehry’s 

office.  Once assembled on site, the coded design was manifested into materiality.   

The shifting between artistic vision, abstract code and materiality eliminated the 

standard tools of the trade, a T-square and a straight edge.  CATIA allows for a more 

fully unmediated design experience and promotes the architect as a master-builder, 

once again merging architect and engineer.101  With the use of CATIA, Gehry 

inadvertently reinstated an architectural duty that was lost in the mid-twentieth century 

with the construction of soaring modern skyscrapers.  As buildings loomed ever more 
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skyward, the necessity for engineering outside of general architectural expertise became 

apparent.  Structural engineers were important to keep construction safe as it soared 

upward and to keep it standing when completed.  Gehry began bringing the architect 

back into the complete construction project, rather than just at the design phases.  With 

engineering capability built into the software, CATIA mitigated the necessity for an 

outside engineer.   

I maintain that it is with Gehry’s Guggenheim Bilbao, and no earlier building, that 

the paradigmatical shift occurs.  Primarily this is because Gehry implemented the 

computer in all stages of the project, unlike any previous architect had done.  Other 

architects have certainly employed CAD, but none have created and executed a fully 

integrated CAD, CAE, and CAM program.  Peter Eisenman and Zaha Hadid (2004 

winner of the Pritzker Prize), who are among the most vanguard of architects today, do 

not fully utilize computers in the manner in which Gehry Partners does.  Primarily, this is 

due to the fact that generic architectural computer programs were largely CAD based, 

did not include CAE and CAM, and therefore, did not have the integrated capacity of the 

modified CATIA program that Gehry’s team created.  CATIA became a benchmark for 

architectural design programs mainly due to its ability to provide both engineering 

sketches and their subsequent specifications for manufacture.  Fundamental to Gehry’s 

success is that his team modified an exceptional software program that no other 

architect had tried.   

 

Conclusion 

On a practical basis, the use of CATIA opened avenues for Gehry to produce 

more expressive buildings, while being cost effective.  Additionally, Gehry’s use of 

CATIA has led to architects, rather than engineers, having more reliable relationships 

with contractors and more direct relationships with suppliers and subcontractors than 

was possible before.  By generating a database to which everyone works, Gehry 

became the master-builder. The accuracy of the information reduces cost and risk, and 

makes his designs more buildable.  Through his new partnership, Gehry is hoping that 

this technology may encourage architects’ creativity.  By translating complex design 

through CATIA, Gehry believes that curved forms in building will become more feasible. 

"I'm excited about them because I like the sense of movement.  They feel genuine, 

accessible, joyful.  If I do a lot of buildings with curves, and people enjoy them, then 
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clients will begin demanding them, and more architects may follow."102  Using the CATIA 

program allowed Gehry to think big.  He still starts a project by sketching and 

manipulating physical models.  But, when his design is put into the computer using 

CATIA with its precise replication of his sculptural surfaces, contractors can accurately 

estimate the cost.  Furthermore, they have explicit directions for building his elaborate 

designs.  "I was doing this stuff anyway," says Gehry, "but I feel more confident that we 

can build it. It demystifies it."103  

Historically speaking, Gehry has redefined architecture and shifted the modernist 

paradigm of industrialization into one of post-industrialization.  He closed the door on the 

debate of art versus industry and represented our e-technological society for the first 

time in architecture.  Gehry changed pedagogical practices for architects, while creating 

the Techno-morphic style.  Today, Gehry Partners does provide computer support for 

architects who want to explore design possibilities with CATIA.  They also offer 

technological support and tutorials for any firm that may purchase CATIA. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE BILBAO EFFECT 

 

 

 

As one might imagine, when an idea is so revolutionary, like a new technological 

breakthrough in a discipline, there is great discussion over the merits and drawbacks of 

that innovation.  Once the vanguard ideas and methods at the Guggenheim Bilbao were 

discussed in print, the museum was poised for criticism.  Both architects and critics 

assessed the noteworthy design and construction practices and took pause.  After a 

brief period, the Guggenheim Bilbao’s design became fodder for detractors and 

supporters alike.  As early as January 1998, critics began using the term “Bilbao Effect” 

in print to discuss the potential ramifications of the building.  Among the first, if not the 

first, to use the term was Suzanne Stephens in an article called “The Bilbao Effect.”  

Appearing in Architectural Record, May 1999, Stephens proposed that the unusual 

building would create “shockwaves” in the architectural work.  She was proven to be 

correct.  Originally focusing on the design component of the building, some writers used 

the phrase in support of the museum’s dramatic design and others in opposition to it.  

Eventually, the term also came to be known as “the Gehry syndrome,” which includes 

the effects of architecture on urban revitalization.  To date I have not found a critical 

analysis of Gehry and his employment of site specificity.  It is a topic that I have briefly 

approached in this dissertation and one that I will continue to explore. 

The general acceptance of the phrase “The Bilbao Effect” can be understood by 

acknowledging two recent conferences.  The first one was held in Reno, Nevada, on 

April 22-24, 2004 regarding the Guggenheim Bilbao, entitled “Learning from the 

Guggenheim-A Conference.”  Intended as a discussion about the local and global effects 

of the Guggenheim Museum, it included a discussion of what the sponsors have termed 

the “Guggenheim Effect.”104  This was a large-scale conference dedicated to Gehry’s 

building and the effects it has had on the city, the region, art, architecture and cultural 

awareness.  The second conference is to be held at the Guggenheim, Bilbao on 
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September 13-17, 2004.  Titled 20th Congress of the International Institute for 

Conservation it is geared for curators, art historians, and conservators.  The conference 

will have a broad range of topics, including such mundane issues as “launching a new 

museum: upward displacement of air-conditioning and computer-controlled daylight 

illumination.”105  It also includes numerous sessions that address the hanging of 

contemporary art works, including one that speaks to the issues of installing work in 

“museums without walls.”  Furthermore, the conference contains a session entitled 

“maladies of mill-produced metal in modern art.”106  Interestingly, this session may not 

only apply to sculpture but also to the titanium shingles that sheath the Guggenheim 

Bilbao, itself.  The findings set forth in this dissertation have anticipated and compliment 

the issues now activated by these conferences and their international corps of 

participants. 

In terms of published information, The Bilbao Effect has generated a plethora of 

small and large writings.  Primarily, the detractors are quite vocal and primarily 

ensconced in two camps.  There are those who fear that the Guggenheim upstages the 

art it houses and those who fear the cookie-cutter syndrome of architectural repetition.  If 

we examine those two critical camps, we find that there is an echo of the Deutsche 

Werkbund debate.  On the one hand, critics state that the Guggenheim Bilbao is too 

expressive and theatrical (artistic?); and on the other, there are those who fear its 

continual replication (“template” design).  For example, Hilton Kramer, noted 

architectural historian and critic, has stated that the Guggenheim Bilbao is “a diversion 

and a distraction” motivated by “tourism and trophy architecture.”107  Martin Filler, also a 

well-known critic, has stated that the museum represents “a worldwide frenzy for 

museum architecture as a tourist destination and public spectacle rather than a home for 

art.”108  The issues at hand can best be described as style over substance, which leads 

into the second fundamental issue.  Critics fear the idea of “branding,” whereby a 

corporate signature takes precedent over “true architecture.”    Scores of architectural 

critics have had negative reactions to signature packaging of world-wide corporate 

buildings.  Of course, this criticism is largely centered on the issue of replication.  Many 

critics are offended by the idea of marketing a building as one would a commercial sign 

or corporate logo.  As an example of this, critics often cite McDonald’s architecture.  

They maintain that the building is not architecture, it is a sign.  In fact, the term 

“McDonaldization” has become a viable term for dialogue among architects.  While 
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widely used in architectural magazines, this term has no known “author.”  Yet, it is this 

signature McDonaldization that most critics seriously consider when referring to the 

negative “Bilbao Effect.”  Critics fear the possible ongoing repetition of the 

Guggenheim’s curves, double curves, and titanium cladding, all made easily replicable 

by the computer.  The computer and its accompanying data base allow Gehry to 

reproduce the Guggenheim Museum anywhere it fits.  The software even allows Gehry 

to increase or decrease the scale according to the specifics of another site.  Therefore, 

replication would be fairly easy, if he so desired.  The anti-Guggenheim Bilbao battle cry 

is “how many metal-clad curves and double curves can/should a landscape contain?”  

Given time, it may be that architects will recognize that Gehry opened another dialogue 

in which they may participate, if they so chose.   

Many critics, but fewer now as the discourse proceeds, have referred to The 

Bilbao Effect as the results of architects using computers in an unknown manner.  

Contemporary architects have historically had love-hate relationships with computer 

designing.  Like the Deutscher Werkbund members, they were concerned about which 

parts should or could be the architect’s design/creation and which part was mechanistic?  

Always suspicious of any buildings that would display computerized design, most 

architects opted for what appeared to be hand-drawn design.  A “gentleman’s 

agreement” existed that CAD was used, but sparingly.  Most architects agree that 

engineers should use computers, but architects should maintain artistic control of a 

project.  The fear that their artistic expertise could be eliminated by computer software 

set them on edge.  Coupled with the fear of computerized or “cloned” images of the 

Guggenheim Bilbao in every town, like the McDonald’s fast food restaurants, many 

architects derogatorily referred to both Gehry and the Guggenheim Bilbao.   

As some of the inflamed rhetoric has died down, The Bilbao Effect has also come 

to be understood as the positive revitalization of an urban community due to an iconic 

architectural image.  Jeff Blyles, “Education: The Bilbao Effect,” The Village Voice, 

August 2-8, 2000, is among the authors to use the term.  He stated that some architects 

feel the growing numbers of high-style buildings on college and university campuses, 

specifically, is “about being cool and hip on campuses that are perhaps staid and 

traditional.”109  The idea that the Guggenheim Bilbao is “cool and hip” is of importance 

here.  It has become symbolic of the desired present, if not the future.  With the “hip” 

factor put aside, college administrators feel that their video-generation students, most of 
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whom are computer savvy and are looking forward to futures that will be totally 

integrated with technology, can better relate to the current trend for extreme designs.  

The designs seem to fit the education and the future.  Historically, of course, most well-

funded campuses have built in the current style, regardless of the era. 

With all of this in mind, however, there is a more serious component of the 

revitalization issue to discuss.  The fact that the Guggenheim Bilbao did revitalize a 

blighted city, both economically and culturally, indicates that the museum served at least 

one of its two primary purposes.  The Basque government is delighted with the 

economic turn-around of their chief city.  The building fully paid for itself within three 

years, while it was expected to break even in four.  New hotels that are now consistently 

full had been built to accommodate the influx of tourists.  Currently, the stream of tourists 

is still pouring in, only diminishing somewhat along with the rest of the world’s tourist 

industry.  Post-Guggenheim, the city of Bilbao has enjoyed the refurbishment of 

numerous old buildings and the construction of several new ones.  The Guggenheim 

was only a portion of the grand scheme to revitalize Bilbao which is now nearly  

complete.  The scheme included major names within the contemporary architectural 

world.  Sir Norman Foster updated the subway system, Cesaer Pelli completed a large 

hotel, Santiago Calatrava built a pedestrian bridge, Robert A. M. Stern built a riverside 

commercial complex, and several known architects have refurbished other key sites in 

the city.  No one disagrees with the rising economic status of the city of Bilbao, nor do 

they diminish the Guggenheim’s role in that turn-around.  However, critics will continue 

to bicker over what they deem is Gehry’s non-contextual approach of the Guggenheim 

Bilbao to its neighborhood.   

Contextualism is an old and important debate dating from the 1960-70s, in which 

critics rightfully scorned the dropping of sculptural buildings, like alien craft, into 

unsuspecting neighborhoods, hence destroying the fiber of the area.  Many critics, finally 

feeling released from the International Style or “white box syndrome,” fear that Gehry’s 

expressive style will encourage random positing of shiny metal-clad buildings 

everywhere.  Lack of contextualism is perhaps the most egregious of errors that a critic 

can make when referring to the Guggenheim Bilbao.  It is a vital issue that is generally 

overlooked or denied by reviewers of Gehry’s work, perhaps because his dramatic 

design overshadow his numerous historic and cultural nods to the site and its 

inhabitants.  I maintain that his subtle understanding of site is one of the most important 
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factors in understanding his concepts of urban revival or planning, in particular at the 

Guggenheim.  From the inclusion of shipyard symbolism, to the historically symbolic 

tower, to his selection of indigenous stone, to the reflectivity of the titanium, the 

Guggenheim is meticulously site sensitive.  Moreover, I maintain that buildings by Gehry, 

subsequent to the Bilbao, should also be carefully studied to understand the 

Guggenheim Bilbao’s true influence on architecture and contextualism.  Given our 

contemporary concerns about decaying urban infrastructures, Gehry is an architect we 

should watch for his future contributions in reversing these effects.  Benjamin Forgey, a 

Washington Post writer, perhaps stated it best when he wrote on the third anniversary of 

the museum’s opening, “One beleaguered city in northwestern Spain went for the best 

that it could find—why shouldn’t all cities do the same?”110 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

  

As I have demonstrated, Frank Gehry has introduced what many architects are 

calling a new era in architecture with Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain.  The sheer 

expressive quality of the building signaled to both architects and critics alike that an 

important change had occurred; yet, the most important issues were not discerned 

through an examination of its style alone.  Although the superficial differences between 

the Guggenheim Museum and its predecessors are a substantial deviation from the 

norm, far more noteworthy are the Guggenheim’s design and building processes that 

mark a revolutionary shift in the architectural historiography and pedagogy.  The 

museum comprises three significant over-arching ideas that Gehry repeats in 

subsequent constructions: an unprecedented use of e-technology to design and build, 

an extensive and innovative use of architectural language, and a sensitive awareness of 

cultural memory and history.  Furthermore, the design and construction of the 

Guggenheim Museum have created a ripple effect throughout the architectural world, 

changing pedagogical models and styles.  As a result of the immense transpositions and 

transformations Gehry created in architecture, there are critics who question what is 

termed “the Bilbao effect.”   With both its share of avid supporters and vocal detractors, 

“the Bilbao effect” today serves as a catalyst for new architectural dialogue.    

 

E-Technology and the Resultant Pedagogical Changes 

 Abandoning nineteenth-century organic styles and dispensing with nineteenth-

century technological determinism, Gehry represents late the twentieth and early 

twentieth-first centuries’ absorption of e-technology.  At the Guggenheim Museum in 

Bilbao, Gehry introduced the revolutionary tool of e-technology to traditional architectural 

design and construction methods.  The museum is not a superficial rendering of 

pastiched references to data exchange and computer technology, it is a total 
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incorporation of those ideas, materials, and methods.   Gehry’s complete assimilation of 

e-technology at the Guggenheim fundamentally supports his break with time-honored 

traditions, both creating and representing shifts in paradigms.  Gehry thereby represents 

the e-technological transformation of society by presenting a postmodern building that is 

post-industrial in design and construction.  Using e-technology to design and construct 

the Guggenheim Museum, Gehry effectively mirrored society’s transformation from 

industrial to post-industrial.  Therefore, this museum serves as the earliest model of 

society’s change to a ubiquitous incorporation of e-technology, while representing a 

historical architectural shift from industrial construction to technological construction.  In 

addition, he fostered a new building style.  These transpositions are a direct result of his 

techno-morphic process that created a distinct Techno-morphic style.  Promoting greater 

freedom in the design and construction process, through the use of the computer as a 

tool, Gehry has reintegrated the architect into the construction process as a master 

builder.  While experimenting with newly-found design freedoms, he recalls and 

reinstates the traditional past and in doing so incorporates modernism’s and 

postmodernism’s mastery of paradox. 

Paradox is also effected by CATIA.  Specifically, Gehry manipulated cyberspace, 

which exists in “no place,” except time, subsequently concretizing cyberspace imagery 

and manifesting it in glass, metal, and stone.  Paradoxically, CATIA’s sophisticated 

computerized design properties also allowed Gehry to be more lyrically and visually 

expressive in implementing his designs.  He had always sketched with great fluidity, but 

was unable to realize his designs due to difficulties in constructing such energized 

designs with their ensuing high costs.  CATIA, with its CAD (Computer Aided Drafting), 

CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing), and CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) 

capabilities, streamlined the processes Gehry needed to produce more “artistic” 

buildings, while being cost effective.  As a by-product of integrating a complex new tool, 

Gehry’s firm had to be revamped.   

Designing with the help of CATIA also generated new steps in Gehry’s creative 

design process.  Reluctantly at first, he integrated the new tool—the computer—into his 

technical process.  Always meticulously concerned about design precision, Gehry 

insisted that the computer’s output be checked and double-checked.  Once he 

understood the parameters of the computer and software capabilities, Gehry proceeded 

with exploring the limits of computer design.   
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It is important to note that, to date, he continues to be a hands-on draftsman and 

sculptor in the incipient stages of design, but the Guggenheim Bilbao set the sequence 

of design initiatives.  At the Guggenheim Bilbao, he began the design process with hand-

drawn sketches and the hand-building models that follow.  During the next phase, 

sketches were transferred into digital drawings and models, easily viewed and modified 

on computers.  Subsequent to the creation of computer models, CATIA software 

checked the computer images for tolerance, stress factors, and other components of 

construction feasibility.  When Gehry considered the design truthful, lists of materials 

and their exact specifications were generated from the computerized drawings and 

models.  This crucial step facilitates the manufacturing process.  Suppliers have easy 

access to all necessary designs and components with which to accurately furnish the 

builders with proper materials for on-site construction.  

Gehry’s incorporation of a computer at both the design and fabrication stages of 

the Guggenheim, forced the architect to examine conventionally understood architectural 

practice and pedagogy.  In the process he introduced a new tool that required an 

intensive learning period.  In order to implement the new computer tools, he had to 

experience a steep learning curve.  Fortunately, he had the resources to fund not only 

the necessary equipment, but also to finance the support systems and staff that would 

assist him in learning.  However, Gehry was aware that many other smaller firms would 

not have those same resources.  Gehry, therefore, formed a new partnership with some 

of his associates for the express purpose of teaching and supporting e-technological 

architectural design.  Today, the fledgling company, Gehry Technologies, offers support 

and training in delivering a new type of architecture—a techno-architecture.  Through 

this firm Gehry embraces and promotes a wholly incorporated, e-technologically 

informed architecture, not a superficial transposition of technological-looking motifs.  

Whether or not the freshly-trained architects will continue with the Techno-morphic style, 

or create another style, is yet to be determined. 

 

Architectural Language 

I have shown that through use and assimilation of e-technology, Gehry has 

created a new style and a new type of architecture, resulting in a new architectural 

language.  Gehry began exploring architectural syntactical shifts with the remodeling of 

his own house.  Significantly, the remodeling of his house eloquently reads as a partial 
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autobiography.  Gehry allowed the world a glance into his life, revealing personal issues 

unfettered by a cloak of intellectualized and refined memory.  In his house he referred to 

his own life, architecture as a discipline, and architectural history, subverting and shifting 

architectural syntax.  Examining architectural practices from within and being self-critical, 

Gehry displayed biting postmodern tendencies in previously unseen forms and 

materials.  Avoiding superficial pastiche, Gehry’s house addressed core issues through 

its transformation of architectural languages, reflecting the owner’s psychological 

passages in life.  Of all of Gehry’s works to date, his house best represents the most 

pointedly emphatic of his social commentaries.  By displacing and rearranging 

architectural forms, Gehry continued to design using architectural vernacular to 

comment on personal and socio-cultural issues.  The Guggenheim Bilbao is a prime 

example of his ability to refine his architectural language skills.  

Ostensibly, Gehry did not intend to create an innovative style and language with 

the construction of the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum.  Nonetheless, the building has 

produced an architectural revolution, a rupture most evident when trying to describe the 

museum in architectural terms.  Immediately obvious is that traditional architectural 

elements are mutated into unprecedented new forms and syntactically rearranged.  

Gehry does not write nor expound on theory; instead he produces lyrical, functional 

constructions.  It is unusual however, for a building with such a dramatic visage of 

movement, to accurately function within its intended program.  Throughout history, most 

such buildings have been either temporary exhibition buildings or themed entertainment.  

Beginning with the Guggenheim, the unusual forms and finishes we find in Gehry’s work 

reflect multi-valent schemata, but several themes do consistently appear throughout his 

corpus.  Movement is a primary example of these repeated themes.  Gehry has 

acknowledged that he employs the concept of wind-blown sails in his billowing forms.  

His frequent use of sail imagery is derived from his experiences as a sailor.  Using 

personal ideas and imagery in his work, Gehry transformed those references and 

symbols into a new architectural language.  The curves and double curves, based on 

fish and sail forms, found at the Guggenheim, and his later buildings, are complex 

design features that carry a variety of meanings as they appear in different positions on 

his buildings.  While his now signature curves and double curves vary in syntactical 

meaning due to placement, Gehry’s exterior use of the shapes are primarily expressive 

compositional features.  They are not used to delineate interior spaces and in most 
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cases are not structural.  Gehry varies the formal relationships, juxtaposing them to one 

another and to other amorphous forms.  This intentionally shifting syntax results in 

Gehry’s continual reinvention of architectural language. 

Within Gehry’s corpus, symbolic forms assume great power as he uses them to 

expressively communicate meta-messages.  His extreme play with architectural 

language represents an ongoing exploration of architectural syntax.  If we make 

correlations with a student’s early attempts to learn a foreign language, we find that 

eventually, with study and practice, the conversant learns the syntax and becomes 

fluent.  An examination of architectural vocabulary in Gehry’s work reveals a syntax 

which becomes progressively more expressive until it reaches lyrical fulmination in the 

Guggenheim Bilbao.  Still uncertain of what one is seeing, viewers struggle with 

description, attempting associations with known forms and shapes.  Without a guide to 

computer engineering, we are at a loss for proper terms.  This new language is at the 

heart of Techno-Morphic style.   

With his introduction of a new architectural language and style, Gehry represents 

the general zeitgeist of our era.  The Guggenheim Bilbao speaks to concepts of speed, 

chaos, and uncertainty.  While Gehry maintains that he is neither politically nor 

theoretically driven, his buildings effectively represent late twentieth-century experiential 

discord and its continuation into the early twenty-first century..   

 

Cultural Memory and History 

The Techno-Morphic style of the Guggenheim Museum also implies relationships 

to chronological time, as the building appears futuristic.  On the exterior, Gehry merges 

time periods, thereby engaging the viewer in a dialogue that spans more than the 

present.  On the interior Gehry’s conflation of historical time periods represents a meta-

message, that of culture being continuous layers of time.  This is the over-arching 

message found at the Guggenheim Museum.  While historio-cultural layering appears in 

some of Gehry’s earlier works, it is more fully explored at the Guggenheim Museum.  

Forged layers of history into a present world is one of the more notable qualities that 

Gehry infuses his buildings.  Often, he denotes the passage of time with reflective 

surfaces, which as natural light changes, convey the essential message of passing time.  

The use of light delivers a subtle, natural message as it envelopes the titanium, thus 

making it appear, paradoxically, less mechanized.  Gehry’s use of reflective surfaces 
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represents his concerns about maintaining contextual history in architecture.  The 

reflections merge the buildings into their surroundings, perpetually changing in the light, 

and allows the viewer to realize the passage of time.  The specific meta-messages at the 

Guggenheim Bilbao Museum also incorporate the idea of time through signifying 

regenerative monumentality and a cultural renaissance, with respect to the city and site’s 

history.   

Gehry’s Guggenheim Museum represents a powerful time continuum with an 

open acceptance and incorporation of the past, fused into the present.  The past is 

transformed and, subsequently, transmuted into something futuristic.  Furthermore, 

Gehry’s fusion of global sources and influences indicates a pluralistic approach which he 

uses to transcend historic styles.  His powerful ability to distill historical elements from 

pre-historic caves through the experiments of late Modern, High-Tech, and Post-Modern 

styles, distinguishes him from other architects.  Gehry intuitively releases numerous 

historic designs stored in his memory while sketching his first designs.  While on site, he 

captures immediate impressions of the topography and his vision for the program.  Then, 

back in the office, he uses CATIA to continue designing with the freshness and 

spontaneity of his early sketches. 

 I have also shown that Gehry’s use of CATIA for design and construction brings  

the mechanized industrial age to closure.  Gehry’s introduction of e-technology at the 

Guggenheim Bilbao Museum into the architectural design and construction process 

revolutionized architecture.  Eighty-three years after the polarizing 1914 Werkbund 

debate that codified early modern issues of art versus industry, Gehry reconciled what 

the early modernists could not.  The issues that had so perplexed the German 

modernists were resolved by e-technological advances.  As it happened, technology was 

the answer to building artistic creations.  While closing the door on an historical industrial 

period, Gehry opened the door for an e-technological period in architecture.   

Representing our e-technological society, Gehry provided us with the first post-industrial 

building.  Using CATIA, Gehry was both a form-giver (art) and a technician (industry).   

 

The Bilbao Effect 

As I have demonstrated, Gehry engendered another basis for future architectural 

discourse with his unprecedented design of the Guggenheim Bilbao.  In terms of 

architectural history, this is one of the most important components of what is being called 
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“the Bilbao effect.”  With both positive and negative reviews, the Guggenheim Museum’s 

critics are numerous.  Yet, it is not just critics that discuss the building.  Indeed, the 

building’s presence in popular culture has renewed the layman’s interest in architecture, 

as well.  A renewed awareness of architecture as a societal force seems to have begun 

with the new dialogue.  Lauded for urban renewal, economic revitalization, inventive and 

innovative design and architecture, the Museum’s admirers seem to outnumber its 

enemies.   

Having received every prestigious architectural award, Gehry has established a 

place in architectural history; but the depth and extent of his contributions are yet to be 

fully examined and ascertained.  It is apparent that Gehry is continuing to explore 

architectural design made possible by CATIA.  Gehry has had several important 

commissions, some of which are unrealized, shelved by their patrons for economic 

reasons after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center.  In 

particular, Gehry was working on a large scale Guggenheim Art and Education Center to 

have been built on the East Hudson River in New York.   Due to declining tourist income 

and what the Guggenheim’s Board of Directors called Thomas Krens’ “foolish 

overexpansion,” the Guggenheim has stopped any further museum projects.111  Among 

Gehry’s latest successfully completed projects are: the highly dramatic and brightly 

colored, amorphous Experience Music Project, Seattle (2000) (figs. 47, 48); the DG 

Bank in Berlin (2001); Bard College Theater for Performing Arts (2002); the critically 

acclaimed Walt Disney Music Hall, Los Angeles (2003) (fig 40); and the Ray and Maria 

Stata Building for Computer, Information and Intelligence Sciences, Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, Cambridge (2004).112  Perhaps exploring the design capabilities 

of his Techno-Morphism, these designs are all technologically informed by CATIA.  

Gehry continues to use CATIA in his design, to create his curves and his cladding.   At 

the time of this writing, Gehry’s future projects include the proposed Theater for a New 

Audience, Brooklyn, and downtown refurbishing projects for Los Angeles.  These 

projects signify what Gehry has done throughout his career, renovations, new 

construction, and urban planning.  At this juncture in his career, Gehry is also in demand 

for teaching, designing, and consulting—but he prefers to build.  Recently, his hometown 

of Toronto announced that Gehry will renovate the Art Gallery of Toronto.  At age 

seventy-three, Gehry considers this commission personally important because his 

frequent visits to the gallery with his mother inspired him chose an artistic profession.  
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There is no doubt that the Guggenheim Bilbao will continue to be declared one of 

the most important buildings of the twentieth century, first for its spectacular form, and 

secondly for its landmark technological advances.  Particularly significant among the 

many vital components of the museum’s inception, design, and construction is how 

Gehry subtly nods to the architectural past, vibrantly reflects the present, and gives new 

vision to architecture’s future.   
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APPENDIX A 

ENDNOTES 

 

 

 

1.   Well documented in the Architectural Record, and a majority of architectural 
magazines, Gehry’s AIA award allowed writers to wax eloquent over the astounding 
building.  For example, Suzanne Stephens, “The Bilbao Effect,” Architectural Record, 
May 1999, 168-173, quotes architectural critic Martin Filler as saying: Gehry was 
‘America’s most obscure great architect,’ and now is being recognized for his 
‘genius.’ 169. 

 
2.   Numerous authors have quoted Gehry who has frequently referred to his 

buildings as “villages of forms.”  The earliest reference by him seems to be found in        
one of his many discussions of Loyola Law School, Los Angeles (1981-84). 

 
3. Unlike the early modernists, Gehry is a major proponent of integrating a building with 

its site in numerous ways.  Some of his techniques are very subtle.  His site 
specificity has been questioned by many; but coded into his buildings are symbols of 
their regions.  In the case of the museum, the Granada stone would be understood 
as an important national reference by both the locals and the architectural 
community.  

 
4. The Guggenheim Bilbao was seen in the background of Mariah Carey’s 1998 video, 

“Sweetheart,” for the album of the same name, which debuted November 17, 1998.  
The Bilbao was also featured in the opening of the 1999 James Bond movie, “The 
World is not Enough.”  Bond, played by Pierce Brosnan, is seen meeting an 
appointment in a bank building across the street from the museum.  The museum’s 
distinctive façade can be seen in several scenes comprising about four minutes of 
the movie.  Nissan automobile company ran a magazine advertisement in Car and 
Driver magazine, July 2002, with the museum in the background.  The Lexus 
Company had a summer 2002 television advertisement with the tag line of “a thing of 
beauty” and a “Basque” actor admiring a Lexus with two different views of the 
Guggenheim Bilbao in the background.  The relationship is clear, the car is advanced 
and beautiful, desirable and so is the building to which it is symbolically compared.  
Incidentally, Gehry’s Nationale-Netherlanden Building, Prague (1992-96), nicknamed 
the Fred and Ginger Building, has also entered the realm of popular culture with its 
appearance in an August-September 2002 television advertisement for the Nissan 
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automobile company. The Fred and Ginger Building, even more recently was 
featured on a Toyota commercial for its Avalon model, with Phil Collins singing in the 
background, “I Can’t Stop Loving You,” July 2003. 

 
5. The message is very clear. Gehry’s buildings serve as identifiable images that are 

dramatic enough to represent a theatrical setting. 
 
 
6. As of the date of this writing, “The Bilbao Effect,” as it is called, has been widely 

discussed both in print and at conferences. The term can have several meanings.  
Further discussion of this topic can be found in Chapter 5 of this dissertation. 

 
7. Joseph Giovanni, “Reshaping Bilbao,” Architecture, December 1997, 39-40, 42.  

Perhaps at the time of this early writing, Giovanni did not know that Gehry had been 
encouraged by the Director of the Guggenheim Museum, Thomas Krens, to design 
in the extreme.  But Gehry, mindful of the criticism of Wright’s museum, felt he had to 
restrain himself.  

 
8. Coosje Van Bruggen, Frank O. Gehry: Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, (New York: The 

Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, 1997).  
 
9. “Il Corso del Coltello (The Course of the Knife)” was performance art replete with 

architectural settings and sculpture; Gehry played the part of Frankie Toronto.  See, 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Claes Oldenburg: An Anthology.  New York: 
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, 1995, for a complete discussion. 

 
10. For example, during the Guggenheim exhibit, May-August 2001, New York, Gehry 

provided the museum with scores of models and working plans.  Architects were 
seen pouring over the blueprints, which were exhibited beside the models and 
photographs.  Gehry believes that information should be freely disseminated.  This is 
virtually unheard of in his profession where designs and, most certainly, working 
plans, are closely guarded from competitors.  Further indication that Gehry is 
amenable to sharing information is discussed in Chapter 4, wherein a discussion is 
included regarding Gehry’s new technological firm.  He is currently offering other 
firms computer support and teaching assistance. 

 
11. Kurt W. Forster, Frank O. Gehry: Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa, (Stuttgart and 

London: Edition Axel Menges, 1998), 6-10.  Forster, in this early writing, recognized 
the success of the Guggenheim as a means of helping rebuilding the city.  The 
Guggenheim Bilbao’s part in the city’s urban revival is one of the most interesting 
components of the museum’s history. 

 
12.  Ibid., 7. 
 
13.  Ibid., 9. 
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14.  J. Fiona Ragheb, ed., Frank Gehry, Architect, (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Foundation, 2001). Serving as the catalogue for Gehry’s first retrospective in fifteen 
years, the book has essays by Mildred Friedman and William J. Mitchell, among 
others.  

 
15.  Michael Sorkin, “Frozen Light,” in Gehry Talks, ed. Mildred Friedman (New York: 
       Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 1999), 32. 
 
16.  Mildred Friedman, ed., Gehry Talks: Architecture + Process, (New York: Rizzoli 

International Publications, Inc., 1999).  Both Friedman and Michael Sorkin, whose 
essay “Frozen Light” appears in this book, offer the reader a variety of information 
lending to understanding Gehry’s innovative techniques.  The tone of the book is 
unfortunately almost pleading, which distracts from the factual basis of the writing.  

 
 
17.  Bruce Lindsey, Digital Gehry: Material Resistance/ Digital Construction (Basel, 
       Boston, Berlin: Birkhäuser , 2001.    
 
18.  Francesco Dal Co and Kurt Forster, Frank O. Gehry: The Complete Works (New 

York: Monacelli Press, 1998).  A vital source of information for any Gehry scholar, 
this book also provides the reader with a project register, an extensive biography, 
and a complete bibliography, dated through the opening of the museum in October 
1997.  

 
19.  Rosemarie Haag Bletter, et al., The Architecture of Frank Gehry (New York: Rizzoli, 

1986). 
 

20.  Charles Jencks, The New Paradigm in Architecture: The Language of Post-
Modernism (New Haven and London, Yale University Press, 2002).  This is Jencks’ 
seventh book in the lineage dealing with issues of Post-Modernism.  As in each prior 
book, the author provides a graph outlining the stylistic changes that have occurred 
since his last writing. 

 

21.  For purposes of discussion, e-technology is referred to here as being any electronic   
methodology or delivery system of information, whether pictorial or not. 

 
22.  I derive the term technomorphic from the idea that the morphosis or forming of the 

Guggenheim Bilbao is technologically informed.  The term would translate to 
“technologically formed construction.”  It refers to both the process and its resultant 
style.  Furthermore, it is the technique used to construct the building.  

  
23.  Unlike the term Techno Architecture, which the author Elizabeth A. T. Smith uses as 

the title for her book, I use the term as an adjective to describe a type or sub-set of 
contemporary architecture.  I also use the term to name a new type of architectural    
construction.  Elizabeth A. T. Smith, Techno Architecture (New York: Thames and 
Hudson , 2000).  Smith uses the term to describe an architecture that uses 
technological forms as an expression of the contemporary world.  She admits that 
the works resemble the High-Tech buildings of the past.  Smith takes a nostalgic 
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approach, which reads as romanticism, to the frankly industrial constructions.  She 
deems their technology as a “carrier of cultural meaning.”  My intention is to distance 
Gehry’s design from the former or contemporary world of High-Tech design as I 
believe the term High-Tech is inaccurate.  Even in their heyday, those buildings 
displayed the industrial component of their manifestation, not the technological 
component.  I propose that the term High-Industrial might be a better choice.  See 
Chapter 2 for further discussion of this topic. 

 
24.  Every author cites Mendenhall in their acknowledgements.  He has become well-

known in his own right for disseminating information about Gehry and the firm, 
scheduling interviews, and graciously conducting the high volume of internet, phone, 
and mail traffic.  I appreciate his kind attention to my questions. 

 
25.  Architects, such as Santiago Calatrava, James Stirling, and Sir Norman Foster, 

have all completed major projects in Bilbao.  Some were completed before the 
Guggenheim opened.  Bilbao is known today for its unique architecture, which is a 
mix of medieval through twentieth-century styles. 

 
26.  Quentyn Massys, Anthony van Dyck, El Greco, Diego Velásquez, and Francisco 

Goya are some of the earlier artists represented in the museum.  Among works from 
the later centuries are Paul Gauguin, Pablo Picasso, Fernand Léger, and Mary 
Cassatt.  The Museo de Bellas Artes is included in Spain’s most important cultural 
attractions. 

 
27.  A full discussion of the beginning of the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao project can be 

found in Coosje van Bruggen, Frank O. Gehry: Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, 17-19.  
The author, who was present during much of the incipient stages, spends 
considerable time explaining the building campaign, and the political components 
surrounding it. 

 
28.  A discussion of Krens and his “over-expansion” can be found in the Conclusion. 
 
29. Van Bruggen, Frank O. Gehry: Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, 21. 
 
30. Today, the surrounding area is similar to riverfront revitalization world-wide. There 

are luxury apartments, commercial shops, and a festival-like atmosphere.  
Abandoned buildings have been restored which today contain typical European first- 
floor retail and upper-level housing areas.  Also today, to accommodate the large 
volume of tourists, a growing number of galleries, gift shops, and cafés can be found 
in the neighboring areas.  

 
31.  Bilbao’s old town is at the opposite end of the city, about two miles away from the 

museum and dates to about 1300.  The medieval streets are typically narrow and 
winding in that area, known as Casco Viejo (Old Quarter). 

 
32. Jencks, The New Paradigm.  The term fractal was coined in the 1920s by 
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mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot; it is derived from the Latin “to fracture.”  Chaos 
theory encompasses the idea that there are dynamic nonlinear number systems that 
can be quantified even though they appear to be unstable.  For further reading on 
fractals and chaos theory, see Roger Lewin, Complexity, Life on the Edge of Chaos 
(London: J. M. Dent, 1993).  Numerous books have recently been published on this 
relatively new science, which was revealed in the 1980s partially due to computers’ 
abilities to do tedious computations. 

 
33. Jencks, The New Paradigm, 50-51.  Jencks places Gehry’s Bilbao Museum under 
      the heading Biomorphic in the two page graph.  
 
34. In the 1430s, Alberti began a series of ten books, De re aedificatoria, libri X, 

published in 1485, in which he established the social status of architects, proposed 
architectural theory, and included manuals for everyday construction practices.  
Based loosely on Vitruvius’ earlier treatise, it was further enhanced by his learned 
Classical education, including a strong sense of history and historical practices.   

 
35. The most recent cave contains the earliest known image of a fish.  A sea bream was 

found drawn on the walls, marking this region’s reliance on the Bay of Biscay dating        
back to pre-history.  

 
36.  In particular, Louis Le Vau’s chateau, Vaux le Vicomte (1657), and Balthasar 

Neumann’s Residenz  (1720-40), employ the dramatic event of movement from 
darkened spaces into light-filled expanses.  Particularly fond of dynamic spaces 
found in the Baroque, Gehry was able to employ some of those ideas both on the 
interior and the exterior of the Guggenheim Bilbao Museum. 

 
37.  Marvin Trachtenberg and Isabell Hyman, Architecture: From Prehistory to 

Postmodernity, second ed. (New Jersey and New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. and Harry 
N. Abrams, Inc., 2002), p. 509.  Wright was publicly chastised for upstaging the art 
with his architecture.  Known for his well-tempered ego, he responded in an 
uncharacteristically defensive manner.  In spite of its critical reception, Wright’s 
innovative building has helped market the Guggenheim Foundation with its 
immediately identifiable appearance 

 
38. This exhibit was innovative in that it contained thousands of working drawings and 

preparatory sketches.  Gehry freely and openly exhibited his plans as a means of 
education.  He believes in sharing new information with interested parties.  The 
exhibit was the first architectural exhibition that I had visited, wherein all of the 
working tools, including CATIA simulations, were displayed for the general public.  
Gehry wanted to demystify the process, making it possible for others to learn. The 
exhibit moved to the Guggenheim Bilbao, October 29, 2001 where it was seen until 
February 3, 2002.  

 
39. Van Bruggen, Frank O. Gehry: Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, 115. 
 
40.  Gehry’s trip to Paris in 1961-1962 was his first experience with examining historic 
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European buildings on site.  His love for historical architecture began during this 
time as he recorded numerous ideas that he would later incorporate in the 
Guggenheim Bilbao.  His trip abroad was primarily for self-study; however, Gehry 
worked in the Paris offices of André Rémondet.  Still in practice, the Rémondet 
brothers’ association with Gehry during this formative time is an intriguing topic for 
future research. 

 
41. Gehry’s acknowledgment of Lang as an influence for the atrium has been widely 

reported.  One citing can be found in Marvin Trachtenberg and Isabelle Hyman, 
Architecture From Prehistory to Postmodernity (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. and 
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2002), 572. 

 
42. Gehry may have considered the socio-political commentary embedded within Fritz 

Lang’s Metropolis (1927) while using it stylistically.  Or, like the German     
Expressionists, he may have incorporated the movie’s style for its formal qualities 
alone.  Metropolis was an expressionist black-and-white silent movie whose sets had 
a high degree of contrast and erratic walls.  For a discussion of the socio-political 
content, see www. persocom. com.br/brasilia/erika.htm.  Lang had art and 
architectural training before becoming a filmmaker.  Fleeing the Nazis, he immigrated 
to America in 1935, where he continued his film career.  The Finsterlin models and 
the Poelzig buildings both display a high degree of plasticity and a lack of post-and-
beam construction.  

 
43. David Rago, “Architecture, Art, and Emotionalism: A Conversation with Philip 

Johnson and Jordan Mozer,” in The Modernism Magazine (Winter 1998): 44-53.  
Johnson, a mentor to several modern architects, was frail with age when he made 
the trip to see Gehry’s Guggenheim.  A major proponent of the younger architect’s 
work since the 1980s, Johnson stated on many occasions, that Gehry was an 
architect to watch.  In designs subsequent to the Guggenheim Bilbao, Johnson 
incorporated expressive arches, departing from his typical International Style 
construction. 

 
44.  Cited in several sources, including Trachtenberg and Hyman, Architecture From 

Prehistory to Postmodernity, 570.  It is unknown why Krens considered Chartres to 
be the model for the Guggenheim’s atrium.  Perhaps, it is because Chartres is often 
considered by architectural historians to be a “perfect” Gothic cathedral due to its  
proportions and reasonably short building campaign (1194-1220).  

   
45.  Gehry’s interest in Aalto’s work is widely documented.  Among the citations is: The 

Hyatt Foundation, The Pritzker Architecture Prize 1989: Presented to Frank Owen 
Gehry (N.p.: The Hyatt Foundation, 1990).  Gehry particularly enjoyed Aalto’s highly 
organic approach with its integrated expressive plasticity.  Both the interiors of  the 
Disney Community Ice Center, Anneheim (1993) and Walt Disney Music Hall 
(2003) incorporate Aalto’s sculpted wooden ceilings found in several of his 
constructions from the 1930s. 

 
46.  Maria Constantino, Gaudí (Secaucus, New Jersey: Chartwell Books, Inc., 1993),  
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16-17.  Constantino relates that Gaudí’s earliest use of the parabolic arch may have 
been in 1878 for the roofing of Mataró Workman’s Cooperative, p. 11.  Still in 
existence, the roof and vault may well be the earliest use of a parabolic arch by a 
modern architect.  Gehry does not acknowledge that his appropriation of the 
parabolic arch has any socio-cultural medieval associations.  However, once again, 
the use of a Spanish-influenced design feature cannot be dismissed.  The parabolic 
arch can be considered a signature of  Gaudí’s, and as such, relates the 
Guggenheim to its country 

 
47.  The High-Tech Style, popular in the 1970-90s was so named by Charles Jencks. 

The criteria for being High-Tech included the extensive use of exposed industrial 
materials, such as bi-axial cable, rivets, screws, bolts, and other metallic joinery.  
The buildings frequently resembled the inner workings of machines.  Again, I 
disagree with his terminology, maintaining that the buildings in question are not 
High-Tech, they are High-Industrial.  Furthermore, I believe they would fall within a 
larger category of High Modern, as certainly they have been reduced structurally to 
the contemporary equivalent of an iron skeleton.  These powerful buildings are the 
quintessential examples of industrial environments. 

 
48.  Gehry produced both snake and fish sculptures during the 1980s, and it is well 

documented that he finds fish shapes “perfect.”  Gehry’s fondness for fish shapes 
comes from his childhood.  As a boy in Toronto, Gehry would accompany his 
grandmother while she bought a carp every Thursday, place it in the bathtub, and 
then make gefilte fish of it on Friday.  He recalls seeing it swim in the tub and 
thinking it was the most perfect shape he ever saw.  Eventually, the fish became a 
signature shape for his work.  He rendered it, or a truncated version, in both large- 
and small-scale sculpture, lamps, and buildings.    

 
49. The Basque government decided to revitalize the city through an extensive new 

architectural program.  They hired many famous architects to rebuild the airport, 
bridges, subway stations, and hotels, in addition to the building of the Guggenheim 
Museum.  Architects, such as Santiago Calatrava, James Stirling, and Sir Norman 
Foster, have all completed major projects in Bilbao.  Some were completed before 
the Guggenheim opened.  Bilbao is known today for its unique architecture, which is 
a mix of medieval through twentieth-century styles. 

 
50.  For a full discussion of the Basque peoples and region, see Mark Kurlansky, The 

Basque History of the World.  New York: Walker and Company, 1999. Today’s 
Basques are living in the region they have occupied since 818 C. E., called Viscaya.  
They are the earliest-known settlers in Europe speaking a unique language and  
building medieval fortresses with watch towers to keep watch for frequent invaders.  
Within the Basque region, the Euzakdi ta Askatsuna (ETA) are a nationalist group 
determined to free the area from Spanish rule.  For the most part, they function 
independently of Madrid.  Bilbao has been the headquarters of this group for many 
years.  Recently, the ETA was highlighted in the news as the scapegoat organization 
for the Madrid train bombing of March 11, 2004.  However, the ETA denied 
responsibility.  Madrid’s Prime Minister had to acknowledge his hasty judgment, 
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subsequently recognizing that the bombing was from the hand of the fringe Islamic 
terrorist group, al- Qaida.  However, this recent event underscores the ongoing 
animosity and distrust that the seat of the Spanish government and the Basque 
region have for one another. 

 
51. Gehry utilizes lighting and water tricks similar to those begun in the Renaissance and 

carried forth through the Baroque gardens at Versailles.  Versailles’ “timed fountains” 
and candlelight lighting for outdoor theatrics, such as ballet, serve as an impetus for 
Gehry’s dramatic outdoor displays of water and light at the Guggenheim Bilbao. 

 
52. Le Corbusier, known for his nearly compulsive attention to detail, would have the 

beton brut panels installed in the sequence they held in the original molds.  This 
technique allowed the raw-concrete surfaces to match up, much like the technique of 
bookending marble that Mies van der Rohe employed at the Barcelona Pavilion from 
the International Exposition in 1929. 

 
53.  Duchamp-Villon’s building was critically panned and his architectural efforts largely 

ignored.  Addressed in Eve Blau and Nancy J. Troy, eds. Architecture and Cubism 
(Montréal, Cambridge and London: Centre Canadien d’Architecture and The MIT 
Press, 1997), questions about the existence of a true Cubist architecture offer few 
answers. 

 
54. Ibid., 56, n.32. 
 
55. Historically, Deconstructivists were so-named in the 1970s in America, when 

architects began building what seemed to be ongoing construction sites, rather than 
finished buildings.  Among the first critics to use the term is Charles Jencks. 
Architectural critics made formal associations between the finished buildings and the 
literary theory of the Frenchman Jacques Derrida.  Although Derrida maintains that 
the term can only be metaphorically used in architecture, architectural historians 
continue to speak of the “Deconstructivist Style.”  Gehry has frequently commented 
that he dislikes being labeled and does not accept being categorized.  I maintain that 
at the time of Gehry’s construction of the Guggenheim Bilbao, he had left the 
category of a Deconstructivist architect.  Yet, vestigial elements are apparent in the 
museum.   

 
56.  Jacques Derrida, “Interview with Eva Meyer: Architecture Where Desire Can Live,” 

in Theorizing a New Agenda for Architecture: An Anthology of Architectural Theory, 
1965-1995, edited by Kathleen Nesbitt.  (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
1996 ), 146-149. 

 
57.  In 1140, Abbot Suger employed the writings of Pseudo-Dionysius (thought to be a 

fifth-century writer) to emphasize Christian belief that God was light.  He installed 
stained glass windows in the ambulatory at St. Denis, Paris, to facilitate the entrance 
of Divine Light into dark churches.   
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58. Jacques Derrida, “Différance,” in Critical Theory  Since 1965, ed. Hazard Adams and 
Leroy Searle (Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State U. Press), 120.  By way of gross 
simplification, Derrida uses semiotics of Roland Barthes as a foundation to explain 
that all is made of differences.  He maintains that there are no two ideas or things 
that are alike and their differences are due to their relationships with one another.  
This idea of difference embraces the concept that all things are simultaneously 
differing and deferring.  The relationship between this concept and the Guggenheim 
is that all portions of the building’s façade appear different in relationship to its 
adjacent surfaces and their surroundings, at all times of the day, year in and year 
out—there is nothing except constant difference. 

 
59.  For a full recounting of Gehry’s early life, see Thomas Hines, “Heavy Metal: The 

Education of  F. O. G.” in The Architecture of Frank Gehry (New York: Rizzoli, Inc. 
Publications, 1986), 10-23. 
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1965-1995, edited by Kathleen Nesbitt.  (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
1996), 144-149. 

 
61.  For a complete reading of Jacques Derrida’s theories of Différance, see Jacques 

Derrida, “Différance,” in Critical Theory Since 1965, ed. Hazard Adams and Leroy 
Searle (Tallahassee: Florida State University Press, 1986), 120-136. 

 
62.  Ibid. Derrida uses the term “slippage” to explain the deferring quality of elements 

within linguistics. 
 
63.  See Claude Lévi-Strauss, “The Structural Study of Myth,” in Critical Theory Since 

1965, ed. Hazard Adams and Leroy Searle (Tallahassee: Florida State University 
Press, 1986), 808-822.  Lévi-Strauss, established the structuralist theories of 
anthropology based on his fieldwork on pre-historical mythology.  He maintained that 
all mankind was shaped by common mythological experiences which constitute our 
centers.  While teaching in Paris from 1948-1973, he was particularly active in 
publishing.  Lévi-Strauss and Derrida were contemporaries, both widely popular in 
France. 

 
64.  Unconvinced that this was the work of an important architect, Gehry’s neighbors 
       complained mightily and are recently only beginning to appreciate his house.  
 
65. The American Center was Gehry’s first large-scale cultural commission outside the 

United States.  It changed hands in 1996, when the venture was considered 
financially untenable for its original purpose.  Today it is a museum and conference 
area for film and film studies.  

 

66.  Dal Co and Forster, Frank O. Gehry: The Complete Works, 396. 
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       Cité Universitaire campus on the Left Bank of Paris, during his earlier stay in Paris. 
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It and the Villa Savoye, also by Le Corbusier, are part of a canonical modernist  
architectural pilgrimage.  The Suisse Pavilion is only a few miles from the newly 
revitalized Parc Bercy.  

 
68.  Dal Co and Forster, Frank O. Gehry: The Complete Works, 431.  The authors are 

among several who state that Gehry began exploration of computer assistance for 
design and fabrication of the large-scale fish sculpture that served as a canopy for a 
hotel/retail complex in Barcelona. 

 
69.  Gehry had designed temporary exhibition structures and had remodeled some 

earlier museums, but with this project he had a cleared site and the freedom to fully   
design a museum from the ground up.  This museum is celebrated for having some 
of the most successful gallery spaces ever created for contemporary art.   

 
70.  Dal Co and Forster, Frank O. Gehry: The Complete Works, 460. 
 
71.  The term “dead artists’ galleries” was used by Gehry and his design team to 
       differentiate between the larger, contemporary galleries—“the living artists’ 
       galleries”—and those that accommodate easel-size or large rectilinear paintings and 
       smaller scale objects. 
 
72. Much has been written about the AEG Factory, which was based on the moveable 

iron skeleton of the Galerie des Machines.  Erected in 1889 at the Paris Exposition 
Universelle, it was designed by Charles-Louis-François Dutert and Louis Contamin.  
While Behrens’ AEG building functioned as a machine for building machines, it also 
functioned symbolically.  By incorporating ideas of Gothic cathedrals with its carved 
“tympanum” and alluding to post-and-lintel construction of temple fronts, the building 
served as a “Temple of Industry.” 

 
73.  Tillman Buddensieg, Industriekultur: Peter Behrens and the AEG, 1907-1914. 
       (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1984), 8-9.   
 
74. Joan Campbell, The German Werkbund: The Politics of Reform in the Applied Arts 

(Princeton: Princeton U Press, 1978) 12. Campbell has provided the reader with a 
well-documented discussion regarding Muthesius’ formative sojourn in England.  
Muthesius’ writings, upon his return in 1904-07, became known as the “Muthesius 
Case” for standardization. 

 
75. Ulrich Conrads, ed., Programs and Manifestoes on Twentieth-Century Architecture, 
     trans. Michael Bullock (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1991), 22. 

 
76. John Heskett, Design in Germany: 1970-1918 (London: Trefoil Books, Ltd., 1986) 

116.  Heskett, among others, discusses the widely held belief that applied arts could 
affect the character of a generation.  Incorporating ideas from English Arts and 
Crafts, Muthesius subscribed to this belief. 
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77.  Mitchell Schwarzer, German Architectural Theory and the Search for a Modern 
Identity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 4. 

 
78.  Heinrich Böhme, An Introduction to the Social and Economic History of Germany: 

Politics and Economic Change in the 19th and 20th Centuries (Oxford: University of 
Oxford Press, 1979). Certainly the industrialists had practical as well as altruistic 
reasons to improve conditions for the worker class.  As the number of rural 
immigrants arrived in the cities, their increase congested streets, housing, and 
market places.  The industrialists and their families had closer contact with the 
worker class than ever before. 

  
79.  Kenneth Frampton, Modern Architecture: A Critical History.  London: Thames and 

Hudson, 1992, 112.  In Heskett, Design in Germany, p. 141, he states that a 1907 
labor strike took place at several Berlin factories.  Perhaps this made the 
industrialists more sensitive to the workers’ plight. 

 
80. Conrads, Programs and Manifestoes, 28. 
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82. The Hyatt Foundation, The Pritzker Architecture Prize 1989, 27. 
 
83. Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1970).  It is this belief in scientific revolutions, as opposed to 
scientific evolutions, that sets Kuhn apart from many of the members of the scientific 
community.  His study of paradigmatical shifts is a paradigmatical shift.  Kuhn 
believes that in order for the science community to advance, there needs to be “a 
historiographic revolution in the study of science. 

 
84. Effectively eliminating the need for small architectural firms to purchase costly and 

quickly obsolete computers and software, Gehry Technologies allows architects to 
use the programs and supplies them with tutorial services.  Taking the steep learning 
curve away from small firms, Gehry Technologies affords architects the time to 
concentrate on designing. 

 
85. From the speech Gehry delivered in Japan on the occasion of his receiving the 

Pritzker Prize in 1989.  The Hyatt Foundation, The Pritzker Architecture Prize 1989, 
27. 

 
86. Since 2002, Glymph is a partner in the newly formed Gehry and Partners, LLP.  See 

Bruce Lindsey, Digital Gehry, for discussion on James Glymph.  Furthermore, 
Lindsey provides the most specific computer construction information to date on the 
Guggenheim.  

 
87. Ibid., 34.  
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descriptions for the surface [of the fish] that were described by polynomial equations.  
The surface was literally ‘built’ using the mathematical equations of descriptive 
geometry.”  Lindsey is a graduate of Yale School of Architecture, now teaching as 
Professor and Head in the School of Architecture at Auburn University.  His research 
focuses on the use of digital tools and materials. 
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90. The Hyatt Foundation, The Pritzker Architecture Prize 1989, 27. 
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       hundred million dollars in 2000. 
 
99.  I assert that they should be reconsidered as High Industrial or Early Tech Style. 
 
100.  With the space race, beginning in the 1950s in America, and subsequent space-  
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fiction programming on television (a futuristic media).  The Jetsons debuted on ABC 
television on September 23, 1963, and gave us a preview of the world in the year 
2062.  The show depicted a family living in outer space surrounded by machinery 
that operated with the touch of a button.  Star Wars also promoted the idea of a 
technologically-driven world that embraced lasers and all sorts of electronic 
paraphernalia.  Also to be considered, is the Star Trek series that aired on 
September 8, 1966, on NBC, and the 1960s James Bond movies should also be 
considered when thinking of electronic and futuristic designs, equipment, and 
machinery that have inspired and influenced popular design. 

 
101.  Several authors have begun discussion regarding Gehry as the return of the 

master builder.  According to architectural historian Peter Blake, Frank Lloyd Wright 
is considered the last of the great master builders and among his final projects was 
the Guggenheim Museum in New York.  See Blake, The Master Builders: Le 
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Corbusier, Mies Van Der Rohe, Frank Lloyd Wright (New York and London: W. W. 
Norton and Company, 1996). 
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103. Ibid., 51. 
 
104. The Center for Basque Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno, 

http://basque.unr.edu/Guggenheim, is the sponsor for the April 22-24, 2004 
conference.  There were 23 scheduled talks that vary in topics from economics to art, 
not all of which seem favorable to the Guggenheim, or Gehry. 

 
105.  IIC Bilbao Conference on Museums, June 10, 2004 email from H-MUSEUM@H-

NET.MSU.EDU.  The five day conference in Bilbao, Spain scheduled for September 
13-17, is the International Institute for Conservation’s annual conference. 

 
106.  Ibid. 
 
107.  Hilton Kramer, quoted in Benjamin Forgey “Beyond Bilbao: Revisiting a Special 
 Effect,” The Washington Post,  Sunday Edition, Section G, October 20, 2002, 4. 
 
108. Ibid.  Martin Filler had previously favorably reviewed Gehry’s American Center in 

Paris at the time of its opening.   
 
109.  Jeff Blyles “Education: The Bilbao Effect,” The Village Voice, August 2-8, 2000. 

Blyles supports the cutting edge quality of the Guggenheim and would welcome      
the repetition of similar buildings on campuses.   

 
110.  Benjamin Forgey “Beyond Bilbao: Revisiting a Special Effect.”  As a leading 

architectural critic of the Washington Post, Forgey has been writing on Gehry since    
the inception of the Guggenheim.  He welcomes the advances in technology and 
states that not everyone should make buildings like Gehry does.  But those who 
wish to, should.  He further supports the idea that cities try to revitalize themselves 
through unique architecture. 

 
111.  Peter Lewis, a multi-millionaire whose fortune was made through the Progressive 

Insurance Company, is Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Guggenheim   
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situation was dire enough that Lewis provided thirty million dollars of his own 
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father William Gates.  The Walt Disney Music Hall project had a long and 
checkered past and Gehry was removed from the project, until Walt’s widow, 
Lillian, and her daughter insisted that Gehry be brought back in.   
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Figure 1.  Frank Gehry, overview of river side façade, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, 
Spain, 1997.  (Kleiner and Mamiya eds.,Gardner’s Art Through the Ages, 2003). 
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Figure 2.  Frank Gehry, aerial view Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997. 
(Trachtenberg and Hyman, Architecture From Prehistory to Postmodernity, New Jersey, 
2002). 
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Figure 3.  Frank Gehry, front façade, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997. 
Author’s photograph 
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Figure 4.  Frank Gehry, front façade, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997. 
Author’s photograph. 
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Figure 5.  Frank Gehry, atrium skylight from front façade, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, 
Spain, 1997.  (Van Bruggen, Frank Gehry: Guggenheim Bilbao Museo, New York, 
1997). 
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Figure 6.  Frank Gehry, railroad yard façade, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 
1997.  Author’s photograph.  
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Figure 7.  Frank Gehry, front entrance, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997.  
Author’s photograph. 
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Figure 8.  Nineteenth-and Twentieth-Century buildings facing the Guggenheim Museum, 
Bilbao Spain.  Author’s photograph. 
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Figure 9 .  Frank Gehry, plan and section, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997.  
(Sharp, Twentieth Century Architecture, Mulgrave, Australia, 2002). 
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Figure 10.  Frank Gehry, the tower, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997. Author’s 
photograph.  
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Figure 11.  John Smirke, British Museum, London,1824-47. (Watkin, A History of 
Western Architecture, New York, 2000). 
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Figure 12.  Frank Gehry, atrium vault, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997. 
(Ragheb, ed., Frank Gehry, Architect, New York, 2001). 
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Figure 13.   Hermann Finsterlin, plaster model, c.1919.  (Pehnt, Expressionist 
Architecture, London, 1979). 
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Figure 14.  Hans Poelzig, Entrance foyer of the Schauspielhaus, Berlin,1919. (Pehnt, 
Expressionist Architecture, London, 1979). 
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Figure 15.  Antoni Gaudí, entrance arches of Güell Palace, Barcelona,1888. (Costantino, 
Gaudí, New Jersey, 1993). 
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Figure 16.  Alvar Aalto, molded glass vase, dating from c.1936. (Eidelberg, ed., Design 
1935-1965: What Modern Was, New York, 1991). 
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Figure 17.  Frank Gehry, atrium vault, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997. 
(Ragheb, ed., Frank Gehry, Architect, New York, 2001). 
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Figure 18.  Antoni Gaudí, Colegio Teresiano, San Gervasio, Spain, Barcelona,1888. 
(Costantino, Gaudí. New Jersey, 1993). 
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Figure 19.  Frank Gehry, stone-clad piers with plaster capitals in the atrium, 
Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997. (Jodido, ed., Guggenheim Bilbao, Paris, 
2000).   
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Figure 20.  Richard Rogers, Lloyd’s Building, London,1978-1986.  (Sharp, Twentieth 
Century Architecture, Mulgrave, Australia, 2002). 
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Figure 21.  Sir Norman Foster, interior, Shanghai Bank, Hong Kong, 1979-1986.  
(Foster, Foster, New York, 2001).  
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Figure 22.  Frank Gehry, outside deck, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997.  
Author’s photograph.  
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Figure 23.  Le Corbusier, Pavilion Suisse, Paris, 1930-31.  (Curtis, Le Corbusier, 
London, 1986). 
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Figure 24.  Le Corbusier, piloti with béton brut, Pavilion Suisse, Paris, 1930-31.  (Curtis, 
Le Corbusier, London, 1986). 
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Figure 25.  Frank Gehry, entrance, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997.  Author’s 
photograph. 
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Figure 26.  Frank Gehry, entrance, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997.  Author’s 
photograph. 
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Figure 27.  Raymond Duchamp-Villon, model for Maison Cubiste, 1912, displayed at the 
Salon d’automne, (Blau and Troy, Architecture and Cubism, Cambridge, 1997). 
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Figure 28.  Josef Chochol, Villa, Prague, 1913.  (Blau and Troy, Architecture and 
Cubism, Cambridge, 1997). 
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Figure 29.  Frank Gehry, The Architect’s House, Santa Monica, 1977-78.  (Bletter and 
others, The Architecture of Frank Gehry, New York, 1986). 
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Figure 30.  Frank Gehry, administration offices, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 
1997.  Author’s photograph. 
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Figure 31.  Michael Graves, Portland Public Service Building, Portland, Oregon,1980-83.  
(Stokstad, Art History, 2002). 
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Figure 32. Frank Gehry, American Center, Paris,1988, (today it is the Cinematic History 
Museum).  (Friedman, Gehry Talks, 2002). 
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Figure 33.  Le Corbusier, Villa Savoye, Poissey, France, 1924-7. (Watkin, A History of 
Western Architecture, New York, 2000). 
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Figure 34.  Frank Gehry, Fish Sculpture, Vila Olimpica Project, Barcelona World’s Fair, 
1992.  (Van Bruggen, Frank Gehry: Guggenheim Bilbao Museo, New York, 1997). 
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Figure 35.  Frank Gehry, the Frederick R. Weisman Museum of Art and Teaching, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota,1990-93.  (Ragheb, ed., Frank Gehry, Architect, New York, 
2001). 
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Figure 36.  Karl Schinkel, Altes Museum, Berlin, 1824-1828.  (Janson, History of Art, 
New Jersey,2001). 
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Figure 37.  Peter Behrens, Allgemeine Electrictät Gesellschaft (AEG) building, Berlin 
(1909), (Arnason, History of Modern Art, New Jersey, 2003). 
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Figure 38.  Henry Van der Velde, Deutscher Werkbund Model Theater Building, 
Cologne, 1914.  (Arnason, History of Modern Art, New Jersey, 2003). 
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Figure 39.  Daussault Systèmes, Mirage fighter plane, c. 1990.  (IBM.com) 
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Figure 40. Frank Gehry, Walt Disney Concert Hall, Los Angeles, California, 2003.  
(Architectural Record, November, 2003)    
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Figure 41.  Frank Gehry, Nationale-Netherlanden Building, Prague (1992-96). (Miller, 
Frank Gehry, New York, 2002).  
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Figure 42.  Frank Gehry, early sketch for the Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 
c.1991.  (Jodido, ed., Guggenheim Bilbao, Paris, 2000).   
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Figure 43.  Frank Gehry and Associates, computer generated designs, surface models, 
and models, 1993-7.  (Architectural Record, October 1997). 
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Figure 44.  Frank Gehry, framework detail of the riverside façade, Guggenheim 
Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 1997.  (Architecture, October 1997). 
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Figure 45.  Frank Gehry, stained titanium panels, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, Spain, 
1997.  Author’s photograph. 
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Figure 46.  Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers, Beaubourg Center (the Georges 
Pompidou Center, Paris, 1977.  (Kleiner and Mamiya eds.,Gardner’s Art Through the 
Ages, United States, 2003). 
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Figure 47.  Frank Gehry, aerial view, Experience Music Project, Seattle (2000).  
(Lindsey, Digital Gehry, Berlin, 2001). 
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Figure 48.  Frank Gehry, drawings and model, Experience Music Project, Seattle (2000).  
(Lindsey, Digital Gehry, Berlin, 2001). 
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